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CLOVIS, CURRY COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. JUNE 5,

51.

Mayor Oldham to Leave
Is in with very much regret
that the News learns of the contemplated departure within a
few days of Mayor D. B. Oldham 'and his most estimable
family for Dallas, Texas, where
Mr. Oldham has accepted a lucrative position with a large
mercantile firm.
Some s i x
months ago, or longer, Mr. Old
ham severed his connection with
The First National Bank, and
has since been arranging his
personal affairs in order to accept the above mentioned po
sition.
Mr. Oldham came to Clovis in
its infancj and established the
First National Bank, which he
built up to be one of the strong'
est financial institutions in this
section of the country. He has
been identified with all progress
ive movements,
which would
serve for the betterment and
of the city and
country. We feel safe in saying
without fear of successful con
tradiction, that he has been the
most public-spirite- d
of all our
citizens, and has spent more
time and money for the advance
ment of the interests of our
town than any man in it He is,
at present, Mayor of this city,
President o f the Chamber of
Commerce, President o f the
Board of Education and Presi
Comdent of the
mercial Clubs o f West Texas
and Eastern New Mexico, ani
has held many positions of trust
in the past, exemplifying the
confidence and trust that the
people of Clovis have reposed in
him. No citizen has done more
for this town, and likewise none
has received greater honors.
The people of Clovis will join
the News in expressing regret
at his departure and will wish
him and his good family the
good fortunes to which they are

Cattle Getting Scarce
District Court in Session
John Shipley, who returned Judge John McClure came up
the first of the week with 335 from Roswell Monday and held
head of cows, which he bought a short session of district court
in El Paso from L. E. Booker, adjourning again
Wednesday
is authority for the statement eight and leaving forPortales
that cattle are getting scarce Thuasday, where he will also
and difficult to purchase at any preside for a few days in order
price. This was all he was able to take action on matters which
to get and will not be able to do not require jury trials.
buy more from that source, alOne o f the most important
though Shipley Brothers bought matters to come up before the
$75,000 worth of cattle last year, court at this time was the case
which were shipped into this of the State vs R. N. Williams
county and have paid Mr. Book of Texico in which Williams was
er $114,700.00 for cattle since accused of irregularities in office.
the first of last December.
After hearing the evidence of
With fine grass and the best several witnesses, the court deprospects f o r a bumper feed cided to suspend Mr. Williams
crop, it is lucky for Curry coun from office until the September
ty that it is again well stocked term of court when the matter
with good cattle.
will Hcome before jury.
Other
Elks Entertainment
The special feature moving
pictures, "The Soldiers of For
tune," which begun the series
for the Clovis Elks at the Ly
ceum Tuesday was a genuine
success. The pictures were in
teresiing, clear and (rood and
the house was crowded. The
next show, which will be given
Tuesday night, entitled "The
Bishop's Carriage, " is the one
in which Mary Pickford will ap
pear as the star character.

Carnival Coming

One of the largest and most
complete Carnival shows on the
road and the largest t o ever
visit this section of the state is
coming to Clovis and will be
here week after next. It is
DEKREKO'S Bros. Co. of six
big shows and numerous smaller
It will b e .held
attractions.
under the Auspices of the Clovis
Chamber of Commerce, which
will receive 15 per cent of all
receipts. DeKrekos are in
this week; will be ,in Rob-we- ll
all next week and in Clovis
the week following. From here
justly entitled.
they will jump to Albuquerque.
The Pecos Valley papers,
Judge Williams Suspended. where this Company have
Judge R. N. Williams, of exhibited praise it as a good
Texico, who was tried Wednes- clean entertainment
day before Judge J. T, McClure
Odd Fellows Memorial
on the charge of negligence of
duty,
Odd Fellows Memorial service
etc., was suspended
from office until the September will b e held at t h e Baptist
term of the District Court church Sunday night, June 7.
All members of the order and
when the matter will again be families are expected
to be
up for a hearing.
present
Ar-ten- ia

Mandanus Proceedings
Irvine is City Marshal
At last a city marshal has been Mandanus Proceedings have
appointed. After so much has been instituted in the district
been said about the matter and court by County Commissioner,
dozens of applications given con- Roy D. Elder, against county
sideration, the Mayor finally de- Treasurer, John F. Taylor, to
cided upon the man and has ap- compel him to pay county warpointed Charles D. Irvine for rants issued by the County Comthe position. This appointment missioners for officers salaries.
not only meets with universal Taylor has refused to pay the
approval but it is doubtful if a warrants, he alleges, for two
better selection could have been reasons; first, Insufficient funds,
made if the mayor could have second, illegality of payment'
picked from the entire state. In support of the latter reason,
Mr. Irvine has been a resident Mr. Taylor says that the supreme
of Clovis for about five years, court of New Mexico held in the
having been engaged i n the case of Delgado vs Romero of
'

i

confectionery and coal business.
He is acquainted with almost
everybody and is on to all the
"ropes" necessary (o make a
successful officer.

cases were: Vera Stevens vs
P. E. Stevens. Divorce granted
Where are the Reapers.
plaintiff. Myrtle I. Myers vs
8,000
acres of wheat will soon
Meyers,
Divorce
William J.
granted. Kemp Lumber Co. vs be ready for the sickle in Curry
M. Bryant, Judgement; W. N. Co., and where are the farmers
Porter vs Mrs. J. F. Kerr, going to get their help to harvest the crop. In conversaJudgement
tion with one Curry County
wheat farmer we asked how he
A Dandy Fountain.
was going to cut his wheat,
Drug
Store
The Southwestern
reply was on account of bethis week installed a bran new his
ing
unable to secure help he
$2,000 soda fountain which is
would have to use the binder
store,
only
pride,
of
not
the
the
instead of the header. Curry
but of the city. This handCounty could use quite a numsome fountain is built of Italian
and highly ber of harvest hands this sum
white marble
fall.
polished wood. It is known as mer and
the iceless fountain where the
Model Moves.
syrups, extracts ana soaa is
kept cold and a good cold drink The Model Grocery was mov
always ready to serve. This ed Monday into the corner build
fountain is the best in this sec- ing opposite Barry's Hardware
tion of the state.
on North Main street
store
This building which was former
ly occupied by Roy's Cash GroArrested for Gambling
cery, gives the Model large and
Sheriff!, D. L Moye, and
quarters for displaying
better
Deputy, R. L. Thomas, arrested
big
stock of groceries.
their
a party of four men and one
boy Monday in the Harry Spring
It In the Bishop's Carriage
field Pool Hall for gambling.
is alleged that the players would
"Little Mary" Pickford probroll a pool ball from one end of ably the most widely known of
the table into a rack on the any person who ever appeared
other end which was provided in motion pictures and who has
with numbered holes and the been a Broadway Star for the
winner would collect the bet past fifteen months, will appear
The game is called "Keno."
at the Lyceum Theatre, TuesThe hearing will come up be day, June 9th in Miriam Nicholfore Justice Noble on Monday.
son's well known play, ''In the
Bishop's Carriage." The picture
Mrs. W. F. Buchanan and son is in four acts and presents an
Guy, of Tucucumcari aie visit- interesting combination of
of the book, and the
ing her daughter, Mrs. A. E.
dramatic episodes of the play.
Curren.
thrill-inciden-

The Power of Better Clothes!
A Man dressed in on one of our
handsome Spring Suits looks capable,
confident and convincing.
A Man who is poorly dressed looks
and

incompetent inefficient

$1.00 PER YEAR

1914

We'll go further
can find no better
with a more capable
the sort of Garments

and say that you
Clothes

Clothes

appearance than
we sell.

ts

San Miguel County in which

will file mandamus proceedings.
The first test case is set before
Judge McClure in PortaleB next

Saturday.

Very Important
There will be a special meeting of the Chamber of Commerce Friday night for the
transaction of business of the
most important character. It
is up to every business man of
Clovis to attend
this special
meeting.

$4,000 for Farm.
J. R. Walker closed a deal
this week with E. B. Leepy for
his 200 acre farm located two
and a half miles west of the
court house for which he paid
$20.00 per acre or a total of
4,000. This is the highest price
paid for Curry County farm
land in several years.

Garage for Sale

.

Having decided tp chanare locations, will offer for sale cheap,
my garage and business. This
i s the only garage i n Curry
county and is a snap for a good
mechanic. Apply to
2t-p-

d

J.

W.

P. J. Ryan, of Peoria, Illinois,
President of the Illinois Valley
Trust Company, who has invest
ed extensively in Union Mort
gage Company securities, and J.
Towns, of Oklahoma City, as
capitalist, are in the city.

I
CpLOWCMIFT
OTHES

lrCL

that is distinctinctive
No matter what be the qualificad
tions of each, the
Man
has a decided advantage at the start
d
for a
Man has a capable
appearance.
Well-dresse-

i$Mft

bm ihS

Well-dresse-

PRICES ALWAYS MODERATE.

Mandell Clothing Company her Xjsz

IaEBimSHnSKBBBIBSnBBBn

1

J

Bruner.

For a clever, capable Suit

a Suit
and stylish an d
entirely different, we are at Your

the

court held in the fifth finding
that there is no presumption in
law that a county official shall
receive a salary and in the sixth
finding it states that such salary
is dependent upon legislative enactment. It is the understanding that all the county officers

Thii
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C L O V

CHARGER

GENERAL VILLA AND HIS GASOLINE

IS, HEW

M E X

ICO,

republic Diss was elected constitution
ally for the second time, and Immediately th centralisation of power and
the long period of material development of Mexico began. As under th
Diss regime governors of states were
practically autocrats in their country.
As long as they did not displease th
president It was easy for the Terras
Creel combination to take advantage
of the growth of the country.
They succeeded each other a governor, and while Terraias' ambition in
politics seems to have stopped there
Creel became minister to Washington
snd, It was said, desired. to be Dial's
successor. Hut whatever were his political ambitions, they interfered not at
all with the process of building up a
great fortune. He I reported to have
been far from rich when he married
the daughter of Terraias and what hi
wealth amounts to now is a matter of
conjecture merely.
Chihuahua has never been properly
surveyed unless the Gorman engineer
working for Terraias surveyed It In
Its entirety.
In fact there are still
highly probable
large area where it
that no man with the possible exception of some Indian band bas been
since the Spanish conquest Tbls fact
together with the law that there must
be definite title to land, facilitated
one mean of getting land.
In some cases haciendas were bought
and the contiguous lands claimed under the title deed. The possessor of
these lands had small chance to prove
their claims In court against the accurate surveys of the members of the
royal family. Or an even simpler process wa to fence In lands and lay
claim to tbem. Here again the abler
lawyer and actual survey were coneven had the Judiciary
vincing In
been uninfluenced, and whatever th
facta of th matter were, the people
believe so strongly that the courts
were not impartial that many of the
legal profession have thought it safer
to leave the country for the present
There are also many stories of
threat and vlolenco used to remove
the possessors from desirable pieces
of land, but these are Impossible to
substantiate satisfactorily at present
At one time a law, perfectly reason'
able on Its face, wa passed that all
title to land must be registered publicly within a definite time. Land to
which the title wa not registered became available for public entry. As
was to be expected, many of the peon
proprietors neglected to do thli or
never beard or the necessity, ana uiu.o
in authority were in the best position
to take advantage of their omissions.
The real downfall of Luis Terraias
and hi family came In the latter part
of 1913, when the present revolution
began to gain strength. Qen. Pancho
Villa Is the worst foe of royalty in
Chihuahua. When the present rebels
occupied Chihuahua they selied the
Terraias and their properties ana villa
announced that he would restore the
land to the peon. Qen. Luis Terraias
fled to El Paso with other prominent
cltlsens of Chihuahua.
Villa selxed Luis Terraias, Jr., and
held him prisoner in Chihuahua, demanding $600,000 ransom. He threatened to kill the son of tbe old general
if the money wasn't paid
With hi estate confiscated, Qen.
Luis Terraias didn't have money
enough to meet Villa's demand. Even
with the aid of friends be found it Impossible to scrape together enough of
former $100,000,000 to free hi
hi
1

'hi:
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General Villa, commander o( the eotiHtltutlonnllat army In northern Mexico, has abandoned tbo hone for the motorcycle. He ! here leen mounting
hla rather unromantlo charger, which be rode during the operation! agaimt
Torreou.

RISE AND FALL OF
FAMILIES

ROYAL

CHIHUAHUA

OF

Combination of Whose Members
Caused Mexican Revolt.
TERRAZAS

AND

CREEL

LEAD

Former Began With 8mall Store, Entered Politic! and Accumulated Land
Until He Waa Worth 1100,000,000
Latter Waa a Financier.
New York. The hlatorjr of the "royal family" of Chihuahua reveals condition! Uikt made a revolution necesaary
and at the lame time furnished an almost melodramatic history of the rise
of a popular Idol and his fall In the estimation of hla one time worshipers
until be li now execrated as a villain.
Chihuahua royalty consists' of the
Terrains and Creel families, their connections and descendants. Owing to Intermarriages these are practically the
same In both families, but as the
legitimate descendants of Luis Terraias, founder of the dynasty, number
130 royalty Is not rare. Chihuahua Is
the largest and wealthiest of the Mexican states, and the condition! here
brought about by the royal family
bare their counterpart In the rest of
the republic.
"Old Don Luis," as he is called, was
born In the city of Chihuahua In 1829,
became possessed of a fortune estimated at 1100,000,000 and la now In
exile, whllo bis son Luis Is a prisoner
In his own bouie.
Don Lull held a few acre! less than
nine millions In this state, or a territory one-tli- l rd as large as New York
stats; cattle, horses and sheep In numbers that not even bis admlnlatrador
knew with accuracy, but which can
only be numbered satisfactorily by the
hundred thousand; banks, mines, building! and what not
At the death of his father Luis Inherited 6,000 pesos and went Into busi

ness In a small way near the publlo
market place. The fine residence of a
son, Juan Terraias, now occupies the
site of the store. With a partner,
Amado Porvas, he continued In business through the '50s. Much of the
success of the store, which at Brst was
of the type called tendajon or "Cheap
John," was because of the help and
shrewdness of Porvas. Porvas when
bis former partner became great was
made admlnlatrador of hli affairs.
In the late '60s Terrains went into
politics and In It found bis real occupation. He Is said to have resembled
the late Mark Hanna In bis appearance and manner. He soon became
jefe politico, then governor, and unflattering stories are told of his manipulation of the mint, for Chihuahua
then coined money. And be then began getting together the vaat estate of
which he was possessed.
In 1866 he was the grand seigneur
of the district and on March 26 with
his levies drove out the sympathiser!
of Maximilian. This notable victory
enabled President Juares to make Chihuahua his capital and return from
what almost amounted to exile on the
northern frontier. He was so delighted
that be Immediately created Terrazai
general. Among other notables who
served under Terraias in tbls battle
waa Felix DIas.
This event marks the highest point
that Terraias reached, not In wealth
Indeed, but In the estimation of his
Universally popular, fairly
people.
worshiped by the people, be was one
of the great men of the countrjk and
oddly enough, wai a leader of that
popular party of which tie Constitutionalist party which has exiled him is
After this period in
the descendant
1880 commenced bis association with
Enrique
his nephew and
Creel, half Mexican and half gringo,
who In the popular estimation is the
blacker villain of the two.
Ruben Creel, father of Henry C.
Creel, or as he Is better known, Enrique C, was American consumers and
remained in tbo country. He and Don
Lula married sisters, Pa Cullty and
Caroline Cullty, daughters of a family
prominent in this locality and now extremely wealthy. Creel's marriage took
place in 1852. The connection between
the two families was further strengthened when the younger Creel married
one of Terraias' daughters.
In 18S4. after the stormy term of
Qen. Manuel Oomex as president of the

Accom-

muscles below the joint and then connected all these muscle to the group
of nerves controlling flexion or bending.

8hows Brain Cells
Can Bs Given Two Separate Functions Mskss Experiments on
Foreleg of Dog.

London Surgeon

The dog was for some time unable
to direct or
it movement.
Oradually, however, about the ninety-thirday, tbls power returned and
was regained completely by the on
day.
hundred and twenty-thirThe possible application of the discovery are wide. For example, the
nerve of a withered or useless limb,
he function of which baa been lost
because of some injury to or disease
of the brain, if connected to the rerrs
trunk leading to a healthy part of that
organ might again receive and convey
stimuli. In that ease the degenerated
and flabby muscles would again regain power and the Infirmity would be
cured.
d

d

London, England. The Times reports one result of Important nerve
grafting experiment! recently by Prof.
Robert Kennedy of Glasgow, proving
conclusively that a brain cell may be
taught to perform two separate functions.
Each nerve communicates with a
particular set of brain cells which
It waa supcontrol Its activities.
posed that these cells were able to
perform only the function allotted to
them by nature.
We would be surprised if we knew
Doctor Kennedy made experiments
on the foreleg of a dog. He severed what our neighbors think of
glv us a thought
all the nerves connecting with the they

vr
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HAS NO TIME FOR H03BIES
"I fear I must be very trite," re
marked Mrs. Dunne, wife of tbe governor of Illinois, during her recent
visit to Washington, "and say borne,
my husband and children are all my
fads and accomplishments, and certainly the whole of my mission In life.
I believe even the moat Indefatigable
of modern women would find scant
leisure for hobbles In tbe care of such
a household as Is mine. Thirteen children have come to blea our home and
of these all lived to be old enough for
us to possess a keen sense of loss in
There ar ten
their passing away.
now with us, although the oldest boy
Is married and has sot bis own
He is Edward F., Jr., and there
Is a chubby little son, Edward F. HI,
who is, as may be Imagined, quite the
Idol of the family. I do not wish to
repeat truisms and obvious facts, hut
I number myself among those who find
the crown of womanhood In rearlug
roof-tre-

a

I

111

A

..-H.l-

ItAnta

na

(M

In these days of complicated merest, and of
i
.n h Mmiw exalted into a vocation. I nav
n.,1..
care of mr
never found myself lacking Interest In passing affairs through the
benumbing inhome and family and I snould not rate these care, as either
tellectually or drudgery in the physical sense. To use that favorite phrase,
believe I have bad time to grow soul and mind sine my marriage.
to the satisfaction of all.

...u

I
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PROBE-

WILL

-

UNREST

SOCIAL

The only woman representative on
the federal industrial relations commission, which I soon to begin th
most complete and thorough prob
ever undertaken into existing social
unrest, with the view of making recommendations for constructive legislation, la Mrs. J. Borden Harrlman ot
New York, who bas for year 'ueen
engaged In many public and useful
activities In the metropolis.
Congress has appropriated $100,00
for tho first y&ar's work of the Inquiry,
recommending at the same tlm that
the commission should Iny out a program on a three years' basis and
could count on a fund for expenses of
$600,000.
The chairman of the commission la Frank P. Walsh of Kansas,
one of tbe best equipped men In th
There ar
country for such work.
seven other male members of the commission, representing both labor and.
capital.
M
U,nlm,n tiaa hnon enrnntd Ilk
whut has been termed "uplift" work among tho toilers of the metropolis ana
Is nt present in Washington, where her Influence li being exerted to prevent
certain threatened strikes. Before she became a member of the commission
she bad organised a company to provide Ice cream sodaa for poor working
girls at minimum price, and earlier than that she bad converted her country
place lijto a sanitarium for the benefit ot weary millionaires.

'':

SENATOR

SHIELDS' "NERVOUS

GOATS"

Senator John K. Shields ot Tennessee possesses some specimens ot a
breed of goats that are the most
unique In the animal world. Shields
ranch In Granger
ha a
county, a beautiful home on it and he
devote the place largely to Shetland
ponies and Angora goats.
The Angoras he ralaea for their hair,
and this proves a profitable Investment, as they csn live on wild land on
which a horse would starve. The moat
too, Is fine, very much like lamb. Dut
the thing on which he prides himself
most I that be own several of what
I
known as "nervous goats."
This la a breed aald by the agriculon.
tural department to be peculiar to
He appealed to the United States Tennessee and unknown in any other
state department and Secretary Bryan place. These goats are remarkable
took a hand. He forced Villa to spar
for the fact that If any one should get
Lul Terrain, Jr., and Bryan's appeal near them and fire off a pistol or even
to Car ran la got th prisoner bis free crack a whip sharply the goat Indom. Uut "freedom" only mean that stantly fall to the ground, lie on their
hA can stay in Chihuahua under
backs and remain there stiffly with
their feet in the air for soma time. On this account they have been called
euard.
many
Terraof
th
"nervous goats."
Villa ha killed
Once Governor Fraser was talking to th senator, and the latter Invited
sa family agent and relative. Gen
was
snot
to
him to witness tbe performance.
eral Terraias' lawyer
"No, no," objected tbe governor. "It's hard enough believing it when yo
death after he paid $16,000 for hi freehear It I simply could not see the thing demonstrated for anything!"
dom. Qen. Lull Terraias, now mor
'
"Why not?" asked Shields.
announced recently
than
"Because if I did," protested th governor, "1 could not help telling about
that be would start a ranch in Texas
It and every tlm I did soma on would remark that I waa a pretty poor liar!"
and try to regain hi lost fortune.
8,000-acr- e

four-scor-

MAN

MAY CURE CRIPPLES
Grafting of Nerves May
plish This Result.

t

WE W

IN

PERU

NOT

ANCIENT

TO COMMAND

SHIPS

Hrdllcka Expedition of National Mu- sum of Peru Disprove Theory
of Great Antiquity,
Washington. Th expedition of Dr.
Ale Hrdllcka of the National Museum
to Peru ha largely disproved the theories regarding the extreme antiquity
of man in that region, according to
Doctor Hrdllcka' report
Not a trace suggeetlng anything oldIndian
er than the
wa found anywhere, and neither th
coast nor th mountain population, so
far a studied, can be regarded aa very
ancient in the regions they Inhabited.
No signs Indicated that any group occupied any of th sttes for even aa
long as twenty centuries; nor doe it
aeem that any of thee people developed tbelr culture, except In some par
tlcular. In thee place.

IN

PANAMA

'

CANAL

Capt Hugh Rodman, U. S. N, will b
th real boss of the big sluiceway when,
It Is open for commercial shipping next
July, and will have entire charge ot
all the details ot putting ships through.
Each vessel entering the can: will
be assigned a canal pilot, wbo will
take the ship to an anchorage, from
which she may not mors without permission ot Captain Rodman or on of
th port captains, conveyed through

I

th

pilot

As soon a

a ship move toward
It wireless and all signal arrangements will be under the Immediate control of th canal authorities.
n,m
Th engine of a ship will be locked
r
by the canal officials by meant of a,
steel chain and sealing device. This
lock will be under the constant watch
ot a canal guard and an engineer of
, JZ4 1
th ship, until after leaving th locks,
Make New Nose From Rib.
when it removal will be ordered by
i
Baltimore, Md. Ross Allen baa a
the canal pilot aboard.
mad from on of hJa rib.
new
Th pilot hav been selected by
He lost th original organ In a saw- Captain Hodman, and (ar three month h has been Instructing and training- mill accident

no,

I
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PROFESSIONAL
Alex Shipley, Pres.
Fred W. James, Vice Pres.

J.
R.

C.

.Nelson, Cashier

Hull, Ass't Cashier

8

R. R. DUNCAN

of Clovii, New Mexico

r

.

frThe
g

Bank That Accomodates"

Notice of Sale.
Whereas the District Court of
Curry County

New

Hundred Forty Six and six one
hundredths dollars as principal
together with interest on the
same at the rate of 8 per cent
per annum from February 17th
1913 to April 14th 1914 at ten
per cent on said amount as "at
torneys fees and for costs of
suit in a foreclosure suit against
the said R. E. Turrentine, de
fendant. by W. T. Shannon,
plaintiff, being cause No. 720 in
the district court of Curry Coun
ty New Mexico, and the court
in said judgment and decree,
ordered and decreed that the
property of the said R. E. Turrentine, hereinafter described,
be sold according to law to satisfy said judgment, and that E.
II. Robinson is by the court appointed Special Master to advertise and sell said property according to law.
THEREFORE,

WOtlCe

h

(1-4-

D. Swear in gin

interest thereon and all costs
and attorney's fees.
Witness my hand this June
2nd 1914.
E. H. Robinson.
Special M ister.
June 5 J26
Lawn hose and lawn sprinklers

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

will be in Clovis from,
to 20th of each month

the 10th
treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H.

R GIBSON

John F. Bell, Roland Wicks.
Martin V. Pigman, Howard A.
Neal, James A. Collins, all of Treats all diseases

Osteopath

Clovis, N.

M.

C. C.

Henry, Resiater,

Or anything else that is

generally difficult to bake with
economy and success
you'll
find one heaping teaapoor.ful of

both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

M29-.I-

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Health Club

Office ierSkidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Lovi3,
New Mexico.

Walker's Market
for all kinds of

more efficient, purer and easier
to use than any other Baking
Power obtainable at any price.

Meats and Produce
Phone 123.

Phone 123.

A. Dickman,

L.

Nelson's Cafe

m. d.
...Physician & , Surgeon...
Cent
Office opposite Antlers Hotel

Open Day and Night

Office phone 53.

ftiwjSw

Res. 219.

...I ALSO FIT GLASSES...
Phone 214. Clovis,
New Mex.

214.
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Money! Money!:"
I

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

Si

y,

,

See us at once!

V

Lemonade and Ice Ten Glasses
-P-

hone

72.

FLEMING, BAKER Agency
Fire Insurance. Bonds
Rentals and Loans
Complete Atstr.icts of Title to all lands and
town lots in Curry County. You need the best
Fire Insurance you can buy. Our aim is Service nnd Accuracy and your

PROTECTION

(JOHNSON

BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

Savings, Loan & Building Association

NEW MEXICO.

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First ClasH Work. Hot and Cold Baths

THOSE FLUFFY RUFFLES
I

dear to the feminine heart
are simply perfect when we
launder the lingerie. Send us
yours this week and see how
daintily we do them up. Don't
be sf.-ato uend your laciest
garments. We will not injure
3! them in
the slightest degree.
so

Undertaking Co.

Southwestern

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Magic City Furniture and

8

CLOVIS,

LEE HAZELWOOD
Residence Phone 321

Final return limit Oct. 31, 1914.

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

Agent

Down Town Phone 123

Round Trip
Fare to Chicago $43.35

Rates to Colorado, Missouri and a grent many eastern
points in proportion. These ra'es are effective the 13th of
May. Let me figure with ou on your summer trip.

The
Union Mortgage Co.

hand.

Co.

gm0QltBWIi9lfm

....

Meals and Short Orders
Phone

boom-ah-bon-

taid judgment and

Barry Hardware

of Clovla. N. II. who on September 1. 1901 mail
oris, hd entry No. 02273 for aouthweat
See,
M. Townahip I North, Ran
38 eut. and on
June 24, 1911 mad additional homnlead entry
NO. 00AM for
Southeast quarter, Miction 20
townahip I N. Range ME N. M. P. Meridian hai
Hied noties of Intention to make
proof
to uublleh claim to tha land above described
before w. J. Curren. D. 8. Commiwiuner at hia
olllceat Cloa. N. M., on the 6th day of Ju'r 1914.
Claimant namea aa wltnoaaoa;

When the trees begin to bins
som, and the violets to bloom;
when the bullfrog in the mead
ow
warbles
when ducks
are flying
northward and bright butterflies are out, and
when the
robins go housekeeping in the
broken
weter spiuts; when
grasshoppers are hopping and
blackb.'its come out at night and
venture in your bolroom attracted by the light, when birJs
fly down the chimney, and hens
walk in tho doir, beetl u h !d
conventions in thi center of
the fl or; when the mud is o'er
your shoe tops as you cross the
new ploughed land you may
count on it certain summer is at

ol

)

DILLON

of the Arm of Dra. Praaley A Swearlnaln
of Roaw.ll

A. WIEDMANN.

(35) in
Township Three (3) North of
Range Thirty One (31) East of
the New Mexico Principal Meridian in Curry
County New
Mexico.
To satisfy

Non coal land.

Every Day

of the

f

one-fourt-

Notice for Publication.

you find irore satisfaction in a
pair of FLORSHIEM SHOES.
They fit right. They look right
They stay right.
For sale by

to-wi- t:

one-hal-

W

IS

hereby given that I, tho undersigned Special Master will on
Monday, July 20th 1914, at the
hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon at the front door of the
Curry County Court House in
Clovis,
Curry
County
New
Mexico, sell at public auction to
the highest bidder for cash the
following
described property,

East
(12)
Northeast
Section Thirty Five

DR. A.

Department of tha Interior, D 8 Land Office at
Mexico on ft. Sumner, N M.May 18, 1914.
Notice la hereby (Ivan that Jamea A. Wallaca
1914, ren-

the 14th day of April
dered judgment against R. E.
Turrentine in the sum of Two

INOW

p

Z 9)

WANTS YOUR BUSINESS

Everything moved

along nicely, a squaJ of spectaA one armed cowboy namad
perched
themselves on
J ohn Lillard, who live in the tors
box cars in order to gain a betvicinity of Muleshoe, Texas ar
perspective
view.
The
DENTIST
rived in town from the dry ter- ter
word was passed to "let her
ritory thereabouts. John hap
Office Opposite P. 0.
pened in the latter part of the go." John dug his spurs into
Phone 89.
the side of the bronc, which
week, and had imbibed so free
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.
responded with a wild leap,
ly during the previous days
alighting Btiff legged and rethat Sunday founl him recover- peating in lightning succession.
ering, having by this time reL.
appeared to have
Lilliard
covered to a degree of mainbeen unconscious from the first
Physician & Surgeon
taining his poise of equilibrium
flopping from side to side, but
Special attention to diseases of scarcely noticeable to the cas- having
first tied the stirrup
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat ual spectators who had gather- - then hinging his spurs
in the
ed
to
probably
of
the
number
and Fitting Glasses.
cinch, ha managed to stay with
100 to watch John
rida Tom
Over Firat National Bank.
his mount uitll the horse fell
Office Phone 161
Residence Phone a,
Riley 's outlaw ho.-3-9.
The un
on
him, rendering him unconClovis,
New Mex. derstanding was. (that is if
scious. A doctor was summonJohn had any understanding) ed, but aside from a few
to ride the horas slick, tj pull bruises, he is none the worse
D.
the bridle off and mt "hang for the experience.

The Clovis National Bank
AMD taWAXA
CllDPiirfWiJ
PAPITAI
tic yfcUyVvVvV
txnnnnn
a
nMi

Drunk, Rides Outlaw Horse leather."

iJ

Clovis

Steam
Laundry

South Main St.

Phone

48

112

2

South Main St.

G

Clovis, Nev

V. STEED

Unclortaker & Embaltner
Man: ier Clovis Cemetery
Day iirjiu- -

14.

Nitrht Phone 38.

Mexico.

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, NEWS
GOOD AND INEXPENSIVE DAIRY BUILDINGS

neckpiece of sheer White linen. The
collar Is unusually high, and the
turned-dowportion baa sharply point'
Strips of black moire
ed corners.
UPSTANDING
FRILLS
SEEM TO ribbon fasten the vest In front
HAVE LOST POPULARITY.
Ton cannot help but admire the
charming fichu collar of dotted net
combined with black ribbon velvet
Now Does Her Own Work.
Medlcl Collar, on the Other Hand, Is Illustrated. Double frills of tbe dot
net
a strip of the velvet
have
ted
Lyrist E. Pinkham's VegetaVery Much In Evidence Qulmpss
through the center. This Is tied In a
Oocupy Important Position
ble Compound Helped Her.
flat bow at the waist line.
In the Wardrobe.
Gulmpes will occupy an Important
Iron ton, Ohio." I am enjoying betposition In the wardrobe of tbe pres
Neckwear baa taken on decidedly ent, for almost every frock requires ter health now than I have for twelve
new lines. Few of the upstanding a chemisette or gulmpe. White linen
years. When I began to take Lydia E.
frills are seen, although the Medlcl
Pinkham's Vegetacollar continues In evidence. Tbe
ble Compound I
new neck fixings are developed of net
could not sit up. I
and sheer white linen, and are quite
had female troubles
lovely enough to please those whose
and was very nerbobby Is attractive neckwear.
vous.
I used the
Some of the chemisettes are of alremedies a year and
most mannish severity, and tbey are
I can do my work
worn with tbe vests of brilliantly col
and for the last eight
ored silk. These, however, are not
months I have
becoming to all types, so there must
worked for other
be other designs of softer lines for
women, too. I cannot praise Lydia E.
the woman who demands fluffy neckPinkham's Vegetable Compound enough
wear.
for I know 1 never would have been as
A chemisette trimmed with coln- well if I had not taken it and I recomshapped buttons Is made for sheer
mend it to suffering women. "
white linen. The collar flares away
Daughter Helped Also.
from the neck, and Is hemstitched an
Inch from the edge. A pleated frill
gave It to my daughter when aba
"I
borders the revers and three crochetwas thirteen years old. She wan In
ed buttons ornament each side of the
school and waa a nervous wreck, and
could not steep nights. Now she looks
Chemisette.
so healthy that even the doctor speaks
Dotted tulle In Its transparent love
liness Is the material chosen to evolve
'of it You can publish this tetter If you
a charming scalloped
Tbe
like." Mrs. KENA BOWMAN, 161 3. 10th
Street, Ironton, Ohio,
scallops are buttonhole-stitched- ,
and
the frill Is gathered through the cen
Why will women continue to suffer
ter. Two trills of lace are stitched
day in and day oat and drag out a sickly,
under the outer scalloped frill, and a
existence, missing
cravat of
moire ribbon forms the basts for the gulmpe of seof the joy of living, when they
adds a pleasing note of color to this vere lines. The chemisette has verti- can find health in Lydia . Pinkham's
piece of neckwear.
Vegetable Compound?
ornacal tucks and
Of an extreme style Is a vestlike menting the front. The manulsh colIf yon have the allgrtMtt doubt
near that Lydia E. Pinkham's
lar baa a Una of
will help yon, write)
SHOWING THE DOUBLE TUNIC the edge, and the cravat is of striped

IN

THE NEW NECKWEAR

WOMAN GOULD

HOT SIT IIP

i

)

8ldViswof Inexpensive
(Prepared

by the ITnltr-i- l flutes Depart-mi't- il
of Agrirulture.)
The department of agriculture ai
the result of a great demand for Information relating to the construction
of dairy buildings started a line of Investigation through its dairy specialists for the purpose of developing the
basic principles of such construction.
In order to make the work thoroughly
practical, these studies wore extended
to the planning and actual supervision
of construction of a number of dairy
buildings In different sections of the
country. Few localities will require
or even permit of the same treatment
o far as exposure, site, form, or
building material are considered, but
the problem of light, floors, ceilings,
etc., are nearly alike In all cases.
8table for 24 Cows.
The plan shown Is designed for 24
cows, and allows ample room for calf
pen and box stalls for bull and cows.
also space for feed room, hay chute.
wash room and silo. The amount of

s

JJ

if

Dairy Houm.

broken rock. Concrete la considered
the best material for aeveral reasons:
(1) it Is sanitary; (2) it is economl'
cal because of ita durability; (3) when
a reasonable amount of bedding is
used It is comfortable to the animals
and no bad effects result. The floor
la Intonded to be raised about one
root above the level of the gorund to
insure drainage.
A Neva.

W

The alleys behind the cows are 4
feet wldo. Manure should be takes
away from the barn dally and deposited In a manure ahed or on tbe Held,
and the alleys are designed with this
In view. It is undesirable, from the
standpoint of construction and sanltatlon, to have a manure pit under the
stable.
Calf Psn.
A comfortable calf pen should be
provided, effectively separated from
tbe milking herd. The one shown la
21 by 11 feet Individual atanchlons
May Be Charmingly Arranged en
provided for feeding calves grain
Serge and Taffsts Oown aa Shown
apace allowed for the various pur are
nd milk.
In the Illustration.
poses will meet the usual requireBull Pan and Box Stalls.
ments.
The arrangement of the
These are approximately 10 by 10
A pretty development of the double
apace can be adapted to the needa of
feet There la a full window In each tunlo Is shown In the serge and tafthe particular location.
Special Features Common to All Well- - stall, providing an abundance of feta gown In the accompanying drawlight
ing. The front Is filled with a novel
Planned Barns.
Feed Room.
little surplice effect of white chif
The width of this barn la 31 feet 4
This Is centrally located; two grata
lace, the opening outlined by
Inchea outside.
This allows ample chutea from the upper floor. A bay afon and
band of silk psssementerle. A broad
room for the utalla and passageways.
chute from the loft above deposits the
While the length here shown Is 73 hay conveniently to the feeding alley.
feet 6 Inchea, this depends on the
Watering.
number of cows to be handled. The
Watering devices may be put In
Ide wills are built of brick or concrete up to the window allls, the bal- the stable or provided for outside at
ance of the walls being frame. The the option of the builder.
Storage of Feed.
end walla are constructed of brick or
There Is no objection to storage
concreto up to the celling. A partition extends across the barn so that above the cow stable proper so long
the cow stable can be entirely shut as the floor Is similar In construction
to the cna in the drawing, ao aa to
off from the rest of the barn.
be kept perfectly tight
Windows.
Celling.
One of the faulty points In ordinary
In colder climates It Is deemed betbarn construction Is the small amount
of window space usually allowed. This ter to have a comparatively low cellon account of temperature, and
"JfltafT provides approximately ( square ing
feet for each cow. It will be noted this construction admits of changes
from the elevation that the windows In this respect
Ventilation.
are eliding aash extending to the cell-- .
The plan adapts itself to any sys
lng, making them nearly twice aa
high aa thoy am wide. This arrange- tem of ventilation. The openings
ment will admit much more light than shown give suggestions aa to where
the aame apace If the windows wore the fresh air may be taken In and
the impure air discharged.
placed otherwise.
Manger.

The manger la planned to be t feet
wtde and 6 Inches deep, with slightly
',"nv rounded corners, the front sloping at
ayi, angle of 45 degrees and the bottom being t Inches higher than tbe
floor of tbe stalls.
stalls.
The width of stalls la I feet 6
Inches, which Is aa narrow aa ahould
be allowed. The depth la Indicated
M 4 feet 6 Inches, but this may be
varied according to the else of the
cows in the herd. The manure gutter la 14 Inchea wide and 6 inches

flchu-colla-

Rearing Calves.
The man who plans to rear his heif
er calves should bear this point in
mind: Vitality la one of the most Important things to be developed, and It
Is obtained only through liberal feed
ing and proper care. And this la
only partly true, for, unless the calf
Is well born to start with, the beet
care and feeding will not produce a
profitable cow.

feather-stitchin-

feather-stitchin-

silk.
In case your frock does not require
a chemisette, tbe separate collar with
long pointed enda will supply the
touch of white to the neck. It is
made of white linen, and the cavat
Is of emerald-greemoire ribbon.
Neckwear Is such an Important feature of the costume that It demands
a great deal of attontlon. It frequent
ly supplies the Individualising note, so
you cannot be too particular when

choosing

It

IN FASHION'S REALM

Jet earrings continue In great favor.
Dull black pearl seal Is In demand
for handbags.
Narrow gold belts appear on ths
new pannier gowns.
Even fichus are edged with tiny box- plaited frllltngs.
Long gold tassels finish the pointed
backs of ruffled wraps.
The moat charming foot ruffles are
seen on taffeta gowns.
Collars on some of the new suits are
made of wide, fancy braid.
Some of the new flowered crepe
dreaaes have coatee fronts.
Some of the newest handbags are
made of brown antelope skin.
Plaited skirts are seen below the
t
belts of the new coats.
Striped and plain linings are as
much seen as flowered linings.
An elaborate new nightgown ta of
striped nainsook and has lapels.
White chiffon collars beaded In
vivid colors are a delightful touch.
Hats In plaque form have appeared
flat on top and elevated by a aide
back bandeau. Ostrich tips are sometimes used underneath.
An Interesting girdle on one of the
new lingerie frocks Is made from
folds of chiffon narrow blaa strips
folds, arranged so that shout half an
Inch of each shows. Violet pale yellow, pink and blue, were arranged In
tbe order named, with the violet at
the top and the blue at the bottom.
The effect was very good and the
means to attain It could be easily
low-se-

girdle of
taffeta, lengthens
the waist line. A double tunlo the
upper of serge, the lower taffeta falls
In deepening length to a rounded
point at the back. The dainty turSoli for Fruit Tress.
ban which Is worn with this bad a
As a rule It will be better to use closely fitting brim of cream mllan
land for some hoed crop the year pre- straw and crown of black satin. A
deep.
vious to planting fruit trees, although
bow of the aatln Is thrust
Floor.
Tbe entire floor la concrete, 6 a clover sod could be plowed under through a fold of the brim at the
Inches In depth when finished, laid the previous fall to even better advan- front A black algrjtte furnishes the
copied.
trimming.
over at least 6 Incites of cinders or tage.
self-ton- e

d

RAPE PASTURE FCR THE HOGS
Very Rank Growth on Ons Acre Msy
Hssd
Supply Feed for Twsnty-Flv- a
-d In Spring.
Vondon

1,tl"onr

of the Missouri
Or dean Mi"ot station.)
Eip-r-h
of rape will supply
A good growi 10 hogs to the acre.
Pasture for 10 firth msy supply feed
A very rank gilhere the feeding Is
for 16 head, to to 14 weeks It Is

to extend Irojture rape at the rate
advisable to lead to the acre,
of 10 to 12.hia time for seeding rape
Th favouring as soon aa danger of
Is In the.ung Is past It will furnish
bard ft;, from the middle of May until
aVi'ttj'ird week In August Rape will
vHhstand light frosts, but not bard
frUvxlng.
The best results are obtained when oata and clover are sown
with It Bow from Ave to seven pounds
of rape ahead of tbe drill and then
drill In one half bushel of oata and
six to ten pounds of clover seed to
the acre. Tbe rape and oata will serve
s a cover "op for the clover and
usually good stand of clover will be

three-fourt-

d

orange-colore-

obtained that may be pastured with
hogs the following year.
It rape Is hot graxed too closely In
June snd July, so that the stalk of tbe
plant Is eaten off. It may grow op
and make fall pasture. It should never
be pastured so closely aa to destroy
all leaves on the stalk, and stock
should not be turned on until the
plants are from 14 Co It Inches high.
Complaint is sometimes made by
feeders that scabs and cores form on
the ears and backs of tbe bogs on
rape.
Tbe remedy Is to move the
hogs to another pasture for a short
time shd then dip them or apply sulphur and lard to the sores.

TO DEFY THE PASSING YEARS shown that powder which Is eouteur
de rose Is tbe best for wear, and In
the "difficult" light of the opera the
Woman May Be Beautiful Up to Ad powder must be yellow.
vanced Ags If She Will Pay
The middle-agewoman must keep
Simple Price.
her heart merry and young. She must
refrain from Indulgence In Imaginary
Often when one la In a hurry to Ills, woes and wrongs and fondness
go out there Is not time to manicure for too much
and Introthe nails carefully, yet every truiy spection.
Look at life In Its true proportions,
feminine woman Is, or ought to be,
fastidious In tbe matter of keeping face troubles bravely, allow nothing
her nails In perfect condition. A fresh to dim your courage and you will find
slice of lemon rubbed Into and over that beauty remains far Into old age
tbe nails will clean and whiten them and that there Is no regret for vanIn a minute and will do away with ished youth.
No womsn Is really beautiful mntil
the need of filing and polishing.
Barrie.
A French paper tolls me. In Its ad- ahe Is
vertisement columns, that every smart
Square Buttons.
woman must possess four kinds of
Have you noticed the tiny, square
face powder mauve, wblte, rose and
yellow; and when she takes a box for buttons which are used for trimming
tbe play she must also take a box of some of the newest frocks T These
Utile buttons are made over tittle
one or other of these.
The merchant of farts Insists that wooden forms and are less than half
the yellow decor of a theater such an Inch square In some cases.
as that named after the only Sarah
When a man sticks tn a ink v.
demands msuve powder on the face;
tbe BoulTes cry aloud for white: doesn't like It's because be nteda the
color trials at tbe varieties have money.

Vegeta-bleCompou-

!B3
New Trlbse Found by Explorers.
Word has been received that the
members of the Amaxon expedition of
the University of Pennsylvania mu
seum, sent out In March, 1913, are all
well after nine weeks of exploring
In unknown
territory In southern
British Ouiauo.
The party spent many months In
territory never explored by wblte
men.
New tribes of Indians never

before heard of have been discovered
and vocabularies made of their languages.

Golden Rule In Business.
Tou get your money's worth every
time. Hanford's Balaam Is guaranteed to cure ailments and injuries that
an be reached by external application
or your money will be refunded by ths
dealer. Getting a bottle now Is like
taking out Insurance. Adv.

That Cynic Again.
The cynlo believes tbe bonds of
matrimony would be more popular If
thoy paid cash dlvldonds.
Constipation cauiei and Mriouiilr

Vaten mnnv diieMwe. It ia trKimiiirhl

by l)r. 1'ierre'a pellets.
granules. Adv.

The Pennsylvania experiment station baa found that rye meal as
part of properly balanced ration for
dairy cows Is sufficient In milk and
butter production to an equal weight
of corn metal.
Plant Feeds for Soils.
Potash, pbosphorle acid and nitrogen are the plant foods that have to
be supplied to moat soils.

Tiny

Bund

augar-eoate- d

Even when he can't make anything
else a man can generally be depended
upon to make a fool of himself.
If you with beautiful, clear,
clothe, una lied Croat Ball Blue.
good grocers.
Adv.

whits

At all

A little learning Is all right when
properly added ta

Putnam Fadeless Dyes color mora
goods than others. Adv.

a

Breaking promises Is the best thing
weak man does.

Many a woman would like to be
known by the company she can't keep.

Housework Is a Burden
It's bard enough to keep bouse it In
perfect health, but a woman who is
weak, tired and suffering from an aching

Har--

a

-

m

t.

i
iiwf i.WIUUOO.
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AnvI --mman- -In M.
..WWUillUIIIM.IWJ
eauae to suspect kldoey
trouble, especial- .
miuuer aeuoa seema aisoroerea.
1 .1
Doan'a KMn Pill- - v....
sandt of suffering women. It's the best
-- pocMi
-sianey remnay.
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A NORTH DAIOTA CASE
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L7:1J I Ulnar
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fifty-thre-

Rye Meal for Cows.

nd

toLydiuE.PInkham MedlcineCo.
(confldontliil) Lynn, Mnssfor advice. Tour letter will bo opened,
read and answered bv a woman
and held in strict confidence.
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Lone Prairie Item

How Santa Fe
Rekons Big Crop.
Probably no railroad in the
state has made greater prepara
tions for handling the great
1914 wheat crop than has the
Santa Fe. The Santa Fe has
the most mileage of any road
in the state of Kansas, the ma
jor portion of which
runs
through the wheat belt.
E. E. Hook, division ft eight
agent of the Santa Fe at Wichita said :
"I have just returned from a
trip over the Englewood branch
and the looks of the wheat ont
in that part of the country
just brings gladness to your
heart.
"InAshland I met a man
who had lived there for thirty-eigyears and in all this time
he had never seen prospects as
fine He further said that there
John Young was transacting was no question but what the
business in Clovis last week.
wheat in that section of Kansas
A. McQuality and son Howard would make thirty to fifty bushwere callers at the Phillips home els to the acre.
Sunday afternoon.
My territory comprises Butler,
Harvey.
Sedgwick,
Mrs. Hughs went to Havener Cowley,
Sunday to visit her daughter, Kingman, Pratt, Commanche,
Clark and parts of Marion,
Mrs. Porter McCormic.
Will Robison was a Clovis Sumner and Kiowa counties.
I have reports from each agent
visitor Sunday.
in my territory every week up
Without
on the crop situation.
Bell District.
exception,
they report the
H. W. Bell, John Westfall
wheat in a most excellent conwere in Clovis Monday.
dition and not a bug reported in
Mr. and Mrs, C. H. Westfall, my territory.
of Cland, visited here Sunday
"The acreage tributary to the
at the J. E. Westfall home.
Santa Fe lines in my territory
T. E. Deavours was in Clovis is 810,000 an increase of over
twenty five per cent We esti
this week on business.
D. W. Dunn and son Jack, mate that this acreage will proof Texico, spent last week at duce 16,200,000 bushels. Therefore, we will require about
the H. W. Be home.
The little people in our dis- 16,000 cars to handle thin grain
trict are busy practising for the in my territory alone. I think
that in the entire state the
program Children's Day.
Fe will handle about
Santa
On account of the rain again
00,000 cars or more. The Santa
the "old people's" pie social Fe system has 43,000 box cars
will be postponed until Saturand refrigerators of its own.
day night June 6th.
In addition to these cars we
Charles McCurry'a team took
fright while he was preparing
to hitch them to the planter and
getting away, they took quite a
run over the prairie, but did not
do much damage.
Last Wednesday night, 27th.,
we had the biggest rain yet.
The rain fall was two and one
eighth inches and fell in about
thirty, minutes accompanied b y
some hail.
There was no planting done in
this community last week owing
to the rains.
Artie Shurley, Vera Hughs,
Leota and Maud Easton and
Herman Phillips took dinner at
Mr. Glenn's Sunday and spent
the afternoon boat riding on the
lake.
Chas. Liveston and Mr. Larwe
went to Go vis Monday on

WE

HAVE

MOVED

Into the building formerly occupied by Roy'a Cash
opposite Barry Hardware store.
We are also going to move the Croceries
with these prices. Look at them.

Gro-eer-y,

$1.30
Jersey Cream Flour, per sack
$1.35
Empress Flour, per sack
$1.40
Cottolene, per pail
10c
Van Camps Hominy, No. 3, can
it
10c
Van Camps Kraut,
tt
it
10c
Victory Apples
it
10c
Glendale Pie Peaches, u
it
it
10c
Pink Salmon
10c
Good Dried Peaches, per lb.
60c
White Swan Syrup, per gallon
60c
per gallon
Velva Syrup,
60c
King Comus Syrup, per gallon

ht

Headquarters for Butter, Eggs and other Produce.
On Saturday afternoon each of our lady customers will be
given a Beautiful Cape Jasmine.

The Model Grocery
A. B. AUSTIN, Prop.

11

.

Our Sunday School is progress- figure on using 4,500 new stock
ing nicely. A large attendance cars by lining them with a
S. S. every Sun- three quarter inch fiber board
last Sunday.
day at 10:30 a. m.
us
will cost
lining.
This
about $15 per ear to fit them up
for grain.
Notice.
Strayed. From
my place, "Our shops are now working
three miles east and one half ten hours a day putting this
mile north of Clovis Two bur- equipment in shape and besides
ros. One a small black jenet. at Ottawa there is a contract
The other light color (jenet, repair shop turning out 130
one ear split at the end and cars each day for us. Our mobranded B on left hip.) Take tive power is in better shape
them up and drop me a card than it has been for years. The
and I will pay you for our Santa Fe system being in better
trouble. -- H. H. Turner, R. R. 1 shape financially than most of
the roads in Kansas has been
Texico, N. Mex.
putting money into equipment
Program for Band Concert for the past five years. Having spent over 94 million dollars
June 6th.
in that time and increasing our
Richards
March "Celebrity."
property
investment
that
Serenade "Fond Hearts" King
much."
Selection "A Trip to the Farm"
In conclusion, Mr. Hook said:
HufT
Specialty "Sliding Jim" Losey. "The larger portion of the
wheat in my territory will be
Waltz, "The Skaters"
although a
Waldteufel milled in Wichita
great deal of it will go direct to
Overture,."The Komet"
Uruenfelder Galveston for export." Wichi"There's a ta Eagle.
Medley Two-Step,

Girl in the Heart of Maryland."
Carroll

Overture, "Royal Emblem"
Moon
March "The Limit"

Dyer Lewis

The Topeka Journal Jsays:
Miss Josephine L. Dyer o f
Topeka and Mr. J. H. Lewis of
Where people come to my
Clovis, N. M., were married
I do not charge for exam-natio- Saturday evening by
the Rev.
Dr. H. R. Gibson,
Father Francis Hayden, at the
parish house. Mr. Lewis has
left for Clovis and Mrs. Lewis
Garden Hose and Garden will leave soon to join him.
tools. Phone 72.
Mr. Lewis, who is one of the
Santa: Fe employes, returned
this week and is receiving the
congratulations of the boys.
n.

jj
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70.000

60,000

Private Enterprise
There are 60,000 postofflces in the United States operated by the Government.
There are 70,000 cities and towns reached by telephone.
The Government rents or owns the postoffice buildings, owns the mail
pouches and pays the wsges of the postal clerks.
The biggest item in the mail service the trnnwr.ortfltion of the mails is in
the hands of private enterprise.
The Government doesn't own a single postal car, an engine or a mile of

track.

It depends entirely on private fnterpriae the railroads for the esspntinl
thing that makes its mail service possible.
The Bell system has 10,000 more offices than there are postofficcs.
Every mile of wire, every pole, and every switchboard that helps to furnish the Universal Service of the Bell System and was paid for and owned
by private enterprise.
In the mountain region alone, the territory sorved by your telephone company, there are 3,151 telephone offices handling over a million calls every
day.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
The

Corporation Different"

iAin

Clearamce
EVERYTHING MUST GO.

BEGINNING JUNE 6th

Our goods are seasonable and we must sell the whole stock regardless of price.
You have been looking for just such a snap to save your dollars. Here it is.
Hats at Half Price
$2.00 Hats for ...
$3.00 HaU for....

..$1.00
$1.50

Trimmed Hats, Untrimmed "Shapes.
Silks, Mescalines, also a nice little line
of Holiday goods at half price.

Ribbons

Chiffons
$1.00 per yard Chiffon
per yard Chiffon
75c
per yard Chiffon
50c

Fancy Feathers from
Flowers from 15c to $1.50

20c Ribbons for
25c Ribbons for

75c
50c

35c Ribbons for
45c Ribbons for ....
Plumes from ..
All Plumes will go

35c

.

25c to $1.50
All

kinds.

Sale will continue until all goods are sold.

The opportunity

is

10c
15c
20c
25c
50c up

at a great reduction.

yours.

MRS. I. B. L. OSBORNE.
Our sale on slightly soiled white dresses
IN MRS. GRISAMORE'S DEPARTMENT
is still on. We are slashing prices shamefully. The goods are not damaged.
You win. Somebody loses.

GREAMORE & OSBORNE..
county for the support of one or Clovis the Banner Farming freight and not stop until they
Just think! The first car of
The Other Side of the
Country of New Mexico. are damped into the sewer out- cream separators that ever crossCounty High School not more than four high school..
Mr. Editor: I would like to
have a little of your space in
which to say something about
proposed County Hitch
School. It seema t o me that
judging from some statements
made in these columns the other
week, that there must be some

the

misunderstanding as to the
nature of the question involved.
The establishment of a county
high school does not mean the
issuing of bonds, the construe
tion of a building or

the addition

of a single mill to the tax rate
of this district. Those who are
interested should bear this fact
in mind and investigate the
matter if they are not perfectly
clear in regard to it. The county
high school law is merely a device by which th people of a
single district may shut the
burden o f supporting a high
school from themselves to the
.people of the entire county.
,; This is no more than simple
t

justice.

The fact is we already have a
county high school in everything
except name and the manner of
supporting it. Students have
been coming here from all parts
of the country and enjoying the
local school without a cent of expense to their parents i n the
way of taxation or tuition.
These students are among the
best enrolled in the High School.
In most cases it would be imposing a distinct hardship to require them to pay tuition and
yet in fairness to the people of
district No. 1 (Clovis) that is
what should be done. That is
what ia being done in nearly all
places where there are no county
high schools.
The above mentioned law provides that a tax not to exceed
two mills on the dollar may be
levied on the property of the

To illustrate: if one high school
should be established, a tax of
one mill might be placed on the
property of the county and at
the same time the local levy
might be reduced three mills,
and still the amount of money
available for the maintainance
of the high school would be the
same. This is possible because
the assessed valuation of the
county i s approximately three
times that of the city of Clovis.
Now if the people of district one
can secure a school in which the
citizens of the entire county will
be financially interested and to
ward which the young people of
the county will gravitate naturally because then parents help to
support it, and if at the same
time local taxation could be reduced, it would seem that the
business proposition involved is
one worthy of favorable consideration. A number of towns
and cities have already taken
advantage of this law, which
broadens the scope of the schools
and more equitably adjusts their
Among those are:
support.
Raton, Gallup, Tucumcari, Carlsbad and Tularosa, over a dorn
in all. Albuquerque will make
the change next fall. Clovis
should not be the last to see the
advantages of the County High
School law.
W. E. Carroon.

In my travels through the
country a great part of my business is to observe the condition
of the farming country and I
wish to state through your paper to the public that you have
a lot of the best farmers in the
Southwest in the country tributary to Clovii. They are willing
to farm and they do farm. In
fact', some of them are masters
of the art of husbandry.
There is an abundance of feed
now in many places in your vicinity when not fifty miles from
your town hundreds of cattle
have died for want of feed.
i have seen this in many
places in my travels and told
the owners of those poor ani
mals they should t? prosecuted
And
for cruelty to animals.
have shut up their arguments
that they could not raise feed
by telling them to go to the Clovis country and buy all they
want, plenty of it there.
If there is an abundance now
what will it be in a few years
farming, it is increasing so

let of New York City.
Just the other day one of
those chronic kickers saw a
transfer man unloading a car
load of large boxes and he went
around telling everyone he met
about what an unhealthy town
Clovis is and stated that a
merchant was just unloading a
car load of coffins, when as a
matter of fact it was a car of
the famous Sharpies Tubular
Cieam Separators shipped to W.
Wismiller to distribute in the
vicinity of Clovis.

the line of New Mexico has
been shipped to Clovis.
This is surely commendable to
Clovis and its people and the
country around it.
It. H. McNally.
ed

Notice to Subscribers.
The Building Committee of
the Presbyterian church give
notice that the first payment
your subscription will be
needed by the first of July.
Jeremiah Moore, Chmn.
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of Quality Groceries

The Proof of
The Pudding
is in the

Eating Thereof

fast.

Just to give the public that
don't know and the knocker

Prove the Quality of Our Groceries

that wants to kill everything, a
little idea of how farming is on
the boom in Clovis couutry will
state:

AND COME TO KNOW THAT THEY'RE BEST!

Mr. W.

Wismiller

sold

this

spring 89 John Deere listers.
Other dealers sold as many in
proportion and they sold other
Paui Coldren the Muleshoe
tools also in proportion, and
Townsite booster was in the
then some chronic knocker will
city Thursday,
His company
tell you the country is going
are putting down a number of
back.
big wells for irrigation purposes
I believe the only way to get
in this section of the country.
those knockers out of the coun
P. Pelletier, the boss carpen try is this: I will see that the
ter returned Friday from Mule- - Santa Fe railroad will furnish as
shoe where he has been employ- many cattle cars as you want to
ed. He says that the country load them in, lock all outlets,
attach to some special fast
!s prosperous.

By Actual Test

Bring Us Your Poultry and Eggs!
We are also in the market for
MEXICAN BEANS
We Pay Highest Market Prices.

J.

R.

FROST & SONS

Next Door to P. O.

Phone No. 36

L

.--
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CIDER

By J. C. PLUMMER.
Qeorga

Washington Bangs, cook on

the schooner Jersey Delia taking
cargo of lumber at Newberne, carried

breakfast Into the cabin and Mr.
Ilowen, chief offlcer, had started In to
eat It before Captain Wales awoke
from a letharglo slumber.
As the skipper was member of the
church In Ilelleport and had often addressed the Sunday school scholars on
the subject of cleanly life, It seems
cruel to say be resembled a man just
wakening from a drunken stupor, but
glance at his blotchod and turgid
face, his bleared eyes and his whole
appearance as he tumbled out of bis
bunk he had turned In all standing
certainly gave grounds for the assump
tion.
Steadying himself on his feet and
uttering a groan as an Introductory,
the skipper entered the cabin.
"Good mornln', Cap'n," saluted the
mate, cheerfully.
The captain said nothing.
He
natched a pitcher of water from the
table and drank thirstily.
"George."
said he, replacing the
empty pitcher on the table, "I was aw.
ful sick last night"
The mate shook his bead as If there
was no doubt of bis commander's in'
disposition.
"Uoorgo," asked the skipper,
"did anyone see me come
aboard ?"
"Not a soul," answered Mr. Bowen,
"the crew were ashore and I suppose
the nigger was asleep."
"I'm glad no one saw me," said the
captain In a tone of rollef, "not that

North Carolina that has an awful ef
fect on people."
"I expect it was that kind ot cider
be gave you," said the mate.
"When we get home, George," remarked the skipper, carelessly, "you
need not mention about the cider to
Iter. Mr. Hooker."
"I won't" assented the mate.
"I've a bran new pilot cloth coat
that's toe small for me. I'm going to
give It to you, George," said the skipper, "It'll Just fit you to a T, and,
George, you needn't say anything about
my sickness to my wife. She's always
worried about my eating or drinking
anything In these southern towns.
She's afraid I might get yallow fever."
"I'll not say a word," promised the
mate.
"You are a good fellow, George,"
said the skipper, "and now, I'm going
to drink a cup of tea and take a nap."
"That erabapple cider must taste
like whisky, don't It?" asked
"I smelt whisky when I helped
you over the rail last night?"
"The old gentleman must have
rubbed me with It to try to bring
me to," replied the aklpper hastily.
"I'm going to take that nap."
Two evenings later the Jersey Bells
bad nearly completed her cargo of
pine lumber and Captain Wales, who
was slngjng a hymn In the cabin,
was disturbed by a noise above.
Going on deck he discovered the
mate and one of the sailors dragging
the inanimate body of George Washington Bangs alongside the galley.
"W hat's the matter with him?" bs
asked, looking disgustedly at his cook
The sailor laughed.
"He's been tryln' to drink all thi
corn Juice !n North Carolina, I guess,"
be said.
"The drunken swine," growled th
skipper, "lay him by the galley, Mr.
Bowen, and tomorrow I'll send him
about his business."
The next morning an extremely alck
looking negro confronted Captain
Wales on the quarter deck. .
"Bangs," said the skipper, sternly,
mis"I'm ashamed of you. You are
erable drunkard and you can't stay on
the Jorsey Belle. Get your clothes
and march."
to turn ma off
"You Isn't
expostulated
down .hyar, Cap'n?"
Bangs. "I cant get no job as cook
hyar. I'll bev to wuk In the lumber
yards."
"No drunken swine on my schooner," snapped the captain.
"Deed I wasn't drunk, Cap'n," urged
Bangs. "I was taken suddlngly sick,
sah."
"Bosh," snorted the skipper.
"It am the trufe, sah," continued
Bangs. "Ill tell you how It was. I
was a takln' a walk up town when I
meets a old gentleman with a long
white beard and with one blue eye.
He stops me and begins to talk about
a church be was a bulldln' up In the
Wa
country for the colored folk.
talked awhile and then be asked ma
If I wanted to try some real good

Throw away your
washboard it ruins
your clothes it gives

you a backache to look
at it. Use

"I'm Ashamed of You."

Where Infant Death Rate Dropped 50 Per Cent
Chicago, bead ot the children's
WASHINGTON. Miss Julia C. Lathrop ot
department of labor, has completed a report on
n New Zealand which was transmitted the other day to Secretary of Labor
New Zealand was selected
Wilson.
for this special study because Its Infant mortality rote Is the lowest ot
any country In the world. Tils creditable showing. Miss Lathrop says, Is
due to the activity of the Society for
the Health of Women and Children,
whose methods, she ssys, could bo
followed with success In this country.
In a letter of transmittal. Miss Lathrop says:
'The Infant mortality rate of New
.Zealand has been for some time recognised as the lowest of any country In the world, and It Is stated that recent
further reductions are due In large measure to the activity of the society.
"As an example of Its value, the consul general says that work of the
society has reduced Infant mortality In Dunedln,
residential city of about
60,000 Inhabitants, 60 per cent during five years, from 1907 to 1911.
"Because of the absence of adequate birth and death registers In the
United States, the Infant death rate of this country as a whole Is unknown,
but some states tend to show that It Is at least twice the rate In New Zealand,
which the register general of that country reported in 1912 to be 51 per 1,000.
"New Zealand, like certain of our states, Is a young and vigorous country
with a scattered population and with no large cities, and there is every reason
to believe that similar volunteer effort In this country would produce similar
results."
baby-savin-

entering one ot the big downtown department stores the other day
woman, wan and wrinkled and poorly dressed, and fully
seventy-fivyears old, stood and gaxed about ber as If startled at all the
magnificence she beheld. She took a
few steps forward and then stopped,
apparently uncertain which direction
to take. She attracted the attention
ot Detective Messer, and bo watched
her.
Hesitatingly she approachsd a counter on which were displayed fancy
shirtwaists. She fingered
the finery lovingly, and every now and
then glanced around to see if anyone
was looking. Messer smiled sympathetically. Ha was beginning to wish
ha could afford to turn philanthropic, whan suddenly bis sympathy wag
shocked.
Quickly glancing to the right and left, the aged woman filched a $10 shirtwaist from the counter, hastily tucked It beneath ber shawl and started for
the door. In an Instant, the officer had his band on ber shoulder and wag
drawing ber aside.
'Tut that waist bock and then beat It" said he.
Then, to the detective's astonishment the women produced a purse and
revealed $1,700. She drew out the bills and pressed them upon the officer.
"Here take It all," she pleaded. "Take everything, only please lot

borne, George."

"I should like to taste it," said the
mate.
"I jest took about half a glassful of
that elder out of curiosity and you
can't Imagine how It affected ma,
George."
"Bad, was It?" remarked the mate,
till eyeing his piste.
"It Just ran through my veins like
melted wildfire. My bead began to
swim and I cam nigh falling plum
down In the street The old gentleman was real scared."
"Must have been a queer sort of
cider," said the mate.
beard, George," eootlnaed the
kipper, solemnly, "of a cider they
make from a kind of erabapple

"Ie

a

Story

Pah. Oe.)

unannounced Into the next room, she
went straight to her mother:
'Mamma, don't you pay any tentloa
to what daddy has been saying." Taming to her father, she continued:
"And, daddy, I just dont want yon
to pay any 'tentlon to what mamma
aid. either."
Who could help smiling at that?
And a amlls Is always a wonderful
clearer of gloomy atmosphere.
Accomplished.

Our forefathers had wive
that were of soma account They
could do everything from the family
sewing to driving oxen.
they hemmed and
Boggs Yes;
hawed, as It were. Christian R agister.
Biggs

To know what should be defended
Is the Brat condition ot successful
LowslL

freely for
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tabric. It does no

harm to It and

needs no hot water.
Carbo Disinfects

Nsptha Cleans

Carbo Naplhs Soap

Wsshlng Powdet
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After being regularly booked at 'ha first precinct station and learning that
She would be released on $20 ball, ber tears ceased to flow, and Instead ot
Fishing out a $20 bill she
pleading she became indignant and commanding.
tossod It on the sergeant's desk and then walked away. She forfeited her ball
In police court
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Spread Out His Coat and the Wind Did the Rest
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WALSH of Montana, possessor ot the finest horseshoe mustachs
SENATOR
Is a person of singular pertinacity of purpose. Should II
stove ho would move It his friends
occur to blm that he had to move a red-ho- t

say, even if it burned botn nanaa on.
The verb "to quit" Is not found in his
lexicon.
A number ot years ago 8enator
Walsh and C. P. Connolly, now a mar
aslna writer, were young lawyers together in Montana. They determined
with noma others, to make a bicycle
tour through the Yellowstone National
park. All went well until, on tha return journey to Livingston, Senator
Walsh's sprocket chain was broken beyond repair. Now, tho Yellowstone
valley In Its approaches to the town ot Livingston, is noted as one ot tbt
windiest places on earth. Jim Bridgsr, who put tho Yellowstone on tho map,
asserted In his time that ho bad aeon the wind there blow the hair oft a dog,
and nons disputed tho statement No one, In fact disputed any of Jim's
assertions, be being a handy man with a gun.
Under these circumstance. Senstor Walsh announced that ho didn't need
the sprocket cbsln at all to make distance. He said that all ho bad to do was
to sit In tho seat spread his coat and let the wind do tho root
"And do yon know," eald Mr. Connolly In telling tha story, "after be had
fallen off tea times be still believed In his theory. We had to bind and gig
him and throw him Into a wagon before a would consent to proceed la any
way save by wind power."
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Are the Peacemakers.
Margaret who lives In
the vicinity of North Woodward ave- n&e, overheard her parents having a
somewhat heated argument She stood
It as long as she could, then, walking
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RUB NO -- MORE

CARBO NAPTHA
SOAP should bo

Taken for Stealing; She Has $1,700 in Her Purse

1

Blessed

No rubbing required.
Clothes on the line
quickly fresh, sweet
and clean.

i

The same old man you met." whisNot Bothered by the High Cost of Living
pered the mate to the skipper. Cap- Osages
tain Wales said something under bis
E. 8HORT of Oklahoma, who waa In Washington recently,
breath that the mate didn't catch.
JUDGE aJOHN
little Interview about the Ossge Indians, which was of great inter"He guv me a drink o' that cider
to die. est He prefaced the Interview with remarks that the commissioner of Indian
and, Lord, I thowt I was
affairs, Cato Sella, Is a godfather to
I Jest tumbled about as If I was drunk
the Indiana. Ho then said ot Uo
and the old man ha rubbed ma wld
whisky until I come to life again,
"Tn h,n 60,1 of Ur,n aoei "
A
then I staggered down to the schoonbother the Osages, for money Is piling
C
J
er."
In in iham an feat rh
era unehla tn
"They ought to run that old man out
Irr
! - J
.a t
inand thai Inter eat ann mvalMaa- tA
of town," said the mate, "he'll bo the
say nothing of the millions which the
death of some one yet with bis
government Is holding In trust for
cider."
them. I hsve just been advised by
Captain Wales looked his chief offl
wire from Pawhuska that in a sale of
cer steadily In the faoo and said noth
11,000 acres tor gas and oil leasing
Ing.
purposes only the Osages received a
"Go Into the galley. Bangs." sold the
of $500,000, and In addition to this amount these Indiana
mate, "the captain '11 let up on you, bonus in excess of
of all the oil produced and a cash price for
receive a royalty
for he knows you were sick."
each gas well. When It Is considered that the oil production tn the Osage
"It's a wonderful thing that you and country
amounts to 1,000,000 barrels a month and the Indians receive about
Bangs should have met the same old
15 cents on esch barrel produced, this ons Item alone amounts to $150,000
man. Isn't It captain V remarked Mr. a month, and. In addition to this, each of tha 1,000 members of the tribe baa
Bowen.
$6,000 on deposit with the government for a rainy day. As the average Income
"There's some strange things In this for each family Is In excess of $2,600 a year, there is no Immediate danger ot
world, Mr. Bowen," said the skipper,
the trust funds being disturbed."
huskily. "I'm going to turn In."
(Copyright.

E

CARBO NAFTHA.SOAP.

cider"

I'm ashamed of being sick, for that
may happen to any of us poor mortals,
but there's some mean people In this
world who always take wrong views
of things and do others Injustice.
Now, a man of your good sense,
George, wouldn't have any mean,
dirty Ideas about my being sick."
Mr. Bowen looked Into his plate
and said nothing.
"I was up town on business," continued the captain, eyeing the mate
with sternness, "and had just started
back for the schooner when I met an
old gentleman. A real nice old man
with a long whit beard and a sharp
blue eye he bad only one eye, Qeorge,
and be started to talk about a church
back In the country that he was
tryln' to build. Ton know how interested I am In churches, Qeorge, so
we talked a long time and at last he
ays he had some very fine cider In
bis wsgon that he bad made on his
farm and he wanted me to taste It"
"Cider?" exclaimed the mate.
"Yes, cider." repeated the captain,
with Increasing sternness. "I nake
cider myself on my farm In Jersey,
nd I know something about It I always wanted to taste this North Carolina cider to compare It with my Pippin cider. I'll giro you a gallon of
that Pippin cider ot mine when we get
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Soda Fountain

We have made epreadv for
prompt shipment ft, 8, 10, W and M ft. froal
artiem, pump service ouiflta, sswand .lightly
asrd, at s big aavlag la price on ear monthly
ear menu. Tha Uroamea Co., lao., l'aUaa.Tas.
Soda Foa ti tela t
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Farmers get the cash for their Farmers Able to Buy Cattle.
The Creamery, The Dairy
cream
and have the cash to Seventeen car loads of cattle
Cow, Its Benefits.

THE

spend. It is a big help to both shiDped
into Clovis and puc on
Did you ever stop to consider
the town and country in more to Curry County farms is the
injust how great an asset an
The News Printing Company
ways than one.
record for the
past week.
stitution of this kind, is to New
Shipley Bros, having brought
Mexico in General? Up until
fourteen car loads and Dave
Arthur E. Curren, Manager. two years ago, every dollar of Breaking Crusted Soils. in
Owen
three. Grass is now an
this money was going either to
M.
BAINER
BY H.
kle high and these cattle should
or
New
Colorado.
Kansas
The
Agricultural
San
Demonstrator
Entered at the post office at
put on three hundred pounds in
Clovis, N. M. as second class Mexico farmer did not have the ta Fe System, Amarillo, Tex.
six months is a reason why Cur
few
odd
dollars
to
which
with
matter under the act of March
ry county farmers can afford
feed and clothe their families
8, 1879.
Row crops planted before
but were dependent solely upon heavy. rains, need assistance to to buy cattle. Never was
the few cash crops they could bread crusts that form before there a brighter prospect than
TERMS OF" SUBSCRIPTION
With
raise upon their dry land claims, the plants come through. Even the year we now have.
One Year
$1.00 which was a very scanty replenty of rain, grass is good,
though the plants should come
60c source.
Six Months
Now they can raise up, the compact condition of the and all crops are up and growthe feed which they desire to ground tends to restrict the de ing. The ground is thoroughfeed
their dairy stock. Nine velopment, and to prevent this. ly soaked and we are certain of
to
We are rather anxious
see that state auditor's report years out of ten they can raise the crusts must be broken. This getting the cattle through in
crops of kaffir corn, maize and applies especially to such crops fine shape and to raise a good
on Curry County.
sorghum,
and mature it far as kafir, milo, feterita and cotton crop of seed. Land and cattle
Former City Clerk Baker did enough to make good ensilage. planted in furrows. As soon as in curry county is all any one
S. A. JONES, President
not get the appointment of This affords them a permanent the ground becomes sufficiently needs to make money and be
Figures show that
S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
for services income the year around, and dry, crusts that have formed, happy.
Probate Judge,
rendered, but the County Com- they are not compelled to wait should be broken, so that the there are 25,000 head of cows
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.
missioners have given him a upon the harvests and scanty plants can get through and not in Curry county. The calf crop
from these cows is worth al
any be smothered or stunted.
nice fat job of transcribing the crops, but can deliver
most half a trillion dollars.
records. Recognition is better amount of cream to the local
implement
Several
attachbuyers, at any time of the year,
late than never.
ments have been devised for
and receive cash for it upon de just this class of work, among
The prosperity of our country
The County Commissioners livery.
depends
so largely on the prosplanks
through
being
them
have been in session again thin
It is an undisputed fact, that which spikes were driven- - re perity o f our farmers, that
week on tax matters.
The the dairy cow has been the sole sembling a harrow. Some farm- everything possible should be
News is informed that the income of the average New ers, in similar manner use posts doiit to render life in the rural
County Assessor is now to be Mexico farmers during the past through which spikes
have been districts agreeable as well as
made the "goat" and must fig- year, or eighteen months, and driven, while others have found profitable, and nothing could
ure a fifteen per cent reduction. were it not for this income tney that troughs made to fit the conduce more to the comfort and
with spikes driven happiness of our people than the
Ivey says that he is figuring would have been compelled to furrows,
lagive
up
years
of
their
hard
through them from the inside, mprovements o f roads. The
that fifteen per cent reduction
hardship
bor
and
and
to
return
quite good as breakers of Curry County road board anare
on all town property.
nounce that j jst as soon as they
some o'der state.
ensts.
get hold of some money.
can
Some of our good citizens who
forego
Unfortunately all the
The Clovis Crean.ery is not
have been mixed up in some endeavoring to rectify the dis- ing devices are not entirely suc they will resume operations on
"affairs" lately have thought- advantages they were forced to cessful, i n that they destroy road improvement. Tlw recent
Our officers will be pleased
fully asked the News not t o contend with in their old ma- some of the plants, especially of heavy rains have created 6ink
to advise with you regardhole3
and put some of the roads
mention their names. In other chinery, and their new plant is cotton and other crons, when
ing any investment matters
words we should eschew all con- model of efficiency from srart to they are through or almost in poor condition, notwithstandand to explain any banking
ing that Curry County has the
glomerations of bablement and finish. They have their own re- through the surface. .
rules
and customs with
assinine directions.
Let your frigerating
The following described culti best natural roads in the state.
machinery,
own
which you are unfamiliar.
extemporaneous decantings and power plant, and we can safely vator attachment is recommend
unpremeditated
There are many people against
expatiations say that nothing was spared in ed by the Agricultural Departhave intelligibility and veracious any form or munner to m:ike ment of the Santa Fe System, any movement for the advance- vivacity, without rhodomontade their present outfit one of which and has been fully djmonstrated ment of their town, and they
or bombast. Sedulously avoid they, as well as all the citizens by L. L. Johnson and other rep- become mere obstacles in the
polysylabic profundity, pompous of New Mexico, can justly be resentatives of the department. path of progress. They do not
prolixity, ventriloquial verbosity proud.
As a result of these demonstra mind the progress, but they
and grandiloquent vapidity. Everything is handled in an tions, many farmers are making want it without paying for it.
Shun
purient absolutely sanitary manner; the these cultivator attachments and So, of course, they don't get it.
jocosity and pestiferous profan interior is clean throughout and using them with remarkable suc- The world doesn't work that
way. Progress like every other
ity, obscurant or apparent.
it can almost be stated that the cess.
thing, costs something
The attachment should b e good
entire building is composed of
The fearlessjeditor may offend windows and doors for the pur- made entirely of iron. To make i both in money an in effort.
m "Slid
1os& subscriber, but if he pose of ventilation, fresh air it use a piece of iron 3x6x1 4 luemunwha is too stingy to
It is e- - inches as a block, and in the pay his share or too lazy to do
is right in the end he will gain and plenty of light.
Checking accounts are inthroug'hout
quipped
with
five. He may lose an advertiser,
strict center from end to end of this his part isn't going to help in
vited In any amounts and
inch any good work and it is sheer
machinery, and no piece of iron drill two
but if he is right he will gain ly
absolute safety is afforded
have
been holes 1 12 inch apart on centers impuuence lor sucn a person to r every dollar.
two thereby. If he labors not efforts or pains
of aw inch from either can nnuseii progressive.
a or
He
to displease anyone he will please spared in trying to m.-.piece of edge (top and bottom edges). does it though, and frequently.
no one. If he tries to ride all strictly first class
these It becomes necessary for the
the horses in the field he will be goods. Whether they are sue Ream out or counter-sin- k
hole3
two
on
ceeding
face,
is
the
front
not
by
so real progressive, the man who
shown
by
of
the
each of them. The
unhorsed
Notice.
editor should follow his honest, fact that they are making and lliat the same bolts used for puts his hand to the job. to drag
Any bills outstanding against
convictions, and selling thousands of pounds of securing shovels or sweeps to along the alleged, in the forOlof L. Nederhagen
be man h e should labor r o butter weekly. Their bratid of the cultivator, may be used for ward march of progress, Every the late
please is himself, If he does butter is found in some of tha this attachment. Nextdriil four town and city owns that sort. should be immediately presentinch holes, one at each cjr-ne- r If it were possible to put him ed to the undersigned.
this with ability and without most remote distsicts in this
A. J. Whiting.
of the metal block.
well,
as
in
as
Texas
inch and his hammer in cold storage
state
and
will
he
or
favor
have
a
fear
Roy Suman.
Fully ninety per cent from the ei.ds, and
inch from for a season larger things might
great following and better sup- Kansas.
Trustees
be
accomplished.
sides,
2
the
or
of
inches
in
on
opart
the
butter
consumed
Clovis
port, though he be wrong half
M29 J19
centers. The end pairs of holes
the time, than he who trims his at this time, is their goods.
They invite the general pub- are used for rivets that fasten
sail t o every change o f the
Wanted.
lic
to visit their plant at any spikes or teeth on the front face
400 harvest hands by June
breeze, and without chart o r
W. S. Hall of near Claud will
compass, principles or purpose, time, in fact the earlier part of of the metal block. These spikes 20th in Carson County,
leave in a few days for Spring-lak- e
or
week
they
1
teeth are made of 2 inch handle Commercial Club,
were called upon
drifts aimlessly with every shit t- last
Texas where he will reing tide. The News has en- by a pure food inspector, who iron rods, that extend 6 inches handle, Texas.
main
for the season.
deavored to slate facts, regard- stated that this plant was as below the lower edge o f the
m
LI. .1. or
clean
and
any
cleaner
he diock
piate. ine spikes or
than
less of fear or favor and to pro30
DC
tect the people regardless o f had seen for many a day, which teeth are flattened at the upper
."lawsuits" or anything else, if should assure every customer of end, where they are riveted to
we think we are right Some butter, that they are not only tne diock or plate, and are
one must have the moral courage getting the cleanest but the best sharpened like a pencil at the
to do it then why not the press piece of goods that it is possible lower end. This completed cul
L'oth Sweet and Sour and guarantee highest
who not is under obligations to for them to ebtain in the south- tivator attachment straddles the
market price. We are in tho business to
anypblitical party or "ring" of west, and that they are helping row, one tooth or spike on either
stay, and if you are dissatisfied with your
along the industry which while side, Lrtaking the crusts, with
County fleecers.
present dialer, SEE US.
yet in its infancy is bound in out damaging the plants, 'ihe
cultivator on which two of these
When the time comes to elect the course of a few years to be attacl'inttits
We also nnke brttled Soda. Ginger Ale, Ice
fathered.
members of the lower house of come one of New Mexico's slrw; dlts tt o ridge und breaks
Cream, iiitc. .Largest lee Cream shippers in
the enims in two rows at onie.
the next legislature, the Kt view greatest resources.
Clovis.
years ago, we im- A man and Htm can covir from
Several
will oppose any candidate who
18 acres per day with the
dues not pledge himself to work ported butter from Kansas and 15 to
a n d attachments
cullivutor
the repaid of that obnox- Missouii, now we are shipping 'Ihfhe attachments can be made
G. A. CAMPBELL,
Sumthere-in
it
,
fact a car loud was by uiy biuchMimh at very low
ious newspaper Jaw. Fori
recently shipped to Kansas City. cost.
mer Kcview.
DC
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We Buy Cream
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Ciovis Ice Cream & Bottling Works

It
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BOTH NUTRITIOUS AND
"
7
Try Rle Porridge m Chang from
Qood Alto With Mil
Oatmeal
Sirup or Fruits.

HEARTBURN

INDIGESTION
and this privilege is yours
if you will only assist the digestive organs by the use of

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
Jt helps Nature correct all
Stomach, Liver & Bowel ills
DCauiJ InCwUvM uuir
'n road u limr,
Baaaiuralraalar. auaua, liw aWa., aau.UK Im

To give castor or codllver oil to chil
babies pour a little hot
milk In a wlnoglasa, then pour the oil,
and add a little more hot milk on ton.
If the whole Is drunk without stopping
the oil will not be tasted at all.
If vour oven will not brown Tour
pastry sufficiently, put the tarts or

drennot

cakes on the upper tray and throw a
little sugar on the floor of the oven.
When beatlnc the whltea of eggs.
add a little cold water. It will make
the white whip more easily.
To teat mussels add an onion when
baking them. It the onion turns black,
the mussels should not be eaten, as
they are not good.
The white of an egg applied to a
scald or burn will prevent Inflammation. It will be soothing and cooling
and will relieve the stinging pain.
When boiling potatoes add Just a
dash of augar aa well as salt They
will be far more floury then If only
salt were used.
Beef Grenadine.
Prom a beef tenderloin cut Inch
slices. Melt a little butter In a trying
pan, lay the slice and cook slowly for
ten minutes on each side without really browning or giving them the appearance of being fried. When turned,

strength

lies In her

weakness.
m.lraa Ml ' latmrirMa
...... flltia
v,
"
happy, malt's clothrs whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Auv.
n-- ll

1

better to have loved and lost
than never to have loved at all, but It

Tl

Isn't

suffering from pul
monary tuberculoala (consumption)
shall effectively destroy tbelr sputum
(apit).
S. All neraona suffering from run
ning sores due to any form of tuberculoala shall burn all soiled dressings
Immediately after removal.
S. The room occupied by a tunerou-losi- s
patient shall have at least one
outside window.
4. No nerson suffering from pulmo
nary or other communicable term oi
tuberculosis shall handle food designed
for the use of othors except when necessary In the performance of household duties, unless the food be
wnnned In such a war as to protect
It from contamination or unless some
necessary subsequent process of preparation such aa cooking will sterilise.
6. The manufacturing of any kind of
goods tor commercial purposes or the
nnrformance of any work Known as
"hnn work" In the borne of any per
son suffering from pulmonary or other
communicable form oi tunercuioais,
prohibited, unless the product is ucn
aa can be sterilised, and unless steri
lization Is done In strict accordance
lih the retirements of the local
board of health. ,

so cheap.

Vnr thrush nae Ilantord's Salaam.
Get it Into the bottom of the affected

part

Adv.

Appropriate Vehicle.
craiy to move."
"Well, there are padded vane."
"My wlfo Is

Juvenile Criticism.
"Mamma.." said little Lura. who had
teased her father In vain for a nickel,
"von are mv dearest relative, but

papa

1

the closest."
All Made Clear.

this meat Is
annllnd.
Meat Market Proprietor Perhapa
an mum. hut that meat came from a
prlite lamb and It may have been pet
ted too much. Illinois siren.
Customer I think

SHE OFTEN
PRAYED TO DIE

1

easily.

To Protect a Pollened Table.
Whenever you have occasion to
highly
stand a rase of flower on any
pollened table, always place a piece of
blotting paper under th centerpiece.
waTh paper absorbs all moisture or
ter that may com from th vase.
Bread Soup.
waHave about on quart of boiling
ter In a kettle and drop In dry. bard
pleoea of bread and cook until toft,
but do' not let burn. Then thin wlta
a quart of milk and season wi'Jt salt
.pspper and batter.

'

Tha Kind You Have
Always Bought

Couldn't Hurt Coveleskl.
Oila Harlan came to town last week
with a brand new story on Coveleskl,
the pitcher of the Philadelphia nb
tlonal league team, who beat our
Giants out of a pennant a few years
ago by beating tnem tnree times in
week.
"f'ovov." aa Harlan tells It "was not
much shucks as a pitcher despite his
ninnt-kll- l
In
feat. One day ne was
nltchlns aialnst the Pittsburgh team
A runner got on first and straightway
stole eecottd while Covey held the ball.
"After the Inning Dllly Murray, who
manaa-inthe team, called Kitty
nrannflehl over to the bonch and while
the big pltchor beamed his approval
aid:
" 'See here Kitty. I don't want any
ecret on this team. The next time
one of those fellows got on your base
rou lust let everybody on the team
know IL Do vou understand?'
"'That' riaht Bill.' nld Coveleskl,
he bad that call coming to him.' "
New York Sun.

;'v

ki

ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT
XWtfclabk Preparation for As- lim iln I ind me Fond Anil Pro ula
lingmr SiomachsandBowtlsof

Signature
Promotes

i

Digestion.Chterful-waaanriRra-

tap,

Character.
Right Living, physically and mentally, lead up to character, and char-rtnr la the backbone of storekeplng.
The character that you build In the
community I your greatest asiei in
huslnass.
The man who sand hi augar, or
water hi milk, or give an inrenor
substitute to bis customers In place
of an advertised article that Is better
may know that be Is doing wrong
morally, but he doesn't realise tne
commercial value of doing right

iiMitui Aaeat

rMAfc

)

In

RVmrriv fnrCnnillo
1
lion , Sour Slomsch.Diarrhoes,
Mi Worms,Convulsions.feverisn- facsimile

M

IF

Loss or Sleep.

ntssand

Sinalurr
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Use
For Over

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company.
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WORMS.
of
at
mattr
dl.tnip.r.

siomaru
Co.l you
Don; phyaw 'em to oaaU.
lha worma, tmnrova tin a jipcilM. ana
don't "pl.,..c." Act. on , land, and
VuU dlractluua wlta an Duia, ruu
Coahan, Ind.. U. S. A.
SPOHN MEDICAL CO.. CbraUla,
whafa tha

W.tirlWina. Krlr
""m 'an,, took bid-L)w.iw?.
wUl
fr.""m fV "l nd?d

ar.

Lad aa

bad.
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Expenslvs Consultation.
Will Bs Heard From.
Redd Does the doctor charge foff
Pennsylvania and California are
two states whose chairmen of the consultations?
riraenfl fih. vos: I asked him bow
civics department of the O. F. W. C.
now.
are to make special reports at the much he waa paying for gasoline,
Chicago biennial In June, as they are and he sent me a bin for two ooiiars.
3
said to have good laws governing
civic activities.

Why Scratch?

ECZEMA

PAINFUL

ON

HANDS

nionvllln. La. "I waa troubled with
Ha Waa a Lawyer Himself
eczema In my hands for several years
Thn autohloaxaDhv of Thomas Jef The skin would break and look Ilk
"I It had been cut with a knife and my
ferson contains the following:
served with Oen. Washington In the band were so sore I could hardly
inriaiatura of Vlreinla before the bear to nut them In water and could
nnvolutlun." wrote Jefferson, "and. hardly use them. When I used them
durlne- - It with Dr. Franklin In con the blood would run out They would
areas. I never heard either of them heal a little and then they would get

"HunfaCure" is guaranteed to stop and
permanentlcure that
terrible itching. It is
compounded for that

purpose and your money
rill be promptly refunded
WITHOUT QUESTION
If Hunt's Cars falls to cms)
Itch, Ecsema, Tetter, Ring
Worm at an other Skin
Tl nu an- - m mm ilmrriit'a or bv mall
direct If he hasn't It. Manufactured onlybr
A. B RICHARDS MEDICINE C0 Shsnmii, Tiitt

worse than ever again. Tney were
very painful. The- - eczema got to
breaking out on my arms In pimples
which itched and burned very badly.
PFRTECT HEALTH."
"I used different remedies, also used Tort's Pins kaap tha srataat ta prfiact ariaTa
Taar racuiata tha bwUaa4 praduoa
all kinds of facial creams and
A VIGOROUS BODY.
on my bands and arms and I did not
get any relief until I used Cuticura Rnaadr lor atafc baadack. saartlpataaa.
I cured my
Soap and Ointment
hands and ecsema with Cuticura Soap
and Ointment" (Signed) Miss Fannie
Mostlller, Oct B, 1913.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
LOSSES SURELY PREVEKTEI
throughout the world. Sample of each BLACK
Crttrff llMkla nut
irlMdL fnah. rtiUbU; prrfsrWl h
postSkin Book. Address
at
free.with
HOtmnrn.
tro Wt)re
OdsI Beds In Nevsda.
BtHtr iMiati Tails
"Cuticura, Dept U Boston." Adv.
for booklet n4 UwtlroonlalsV
Nevada Is now among the states card
i.ww
rim
Iku viMtiff
llaaklaa tlllB 4.M
that produce gems. The development
taasrL
a4. h.x
Some people are not on speaking
npatiorltw of Cutir product U dtM to mm d
nf the onal beds of Humboldt county
Tht
duty.
their
with
terms
n4 mtumi oaly,
Bpvlallirlnc la vbmIrm
of
mn
has been attended with considerable
uruvr
liBiTST e. v unopiinaiii,
IBMtl
TM Cutttr UlMravtory. SartBiw. CiU w Cfeltavt. U
success, and a quantity of superior
Bal
Hanford's
use
bleeding
stop
To
material has been obtained. The
MaKtS 801
opal I of an unusual type, conalsting aam. Adv.
EYES WELL
va
of dark, translucent mineral with a
man who loses Isn't accused
the
But
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
riety of rich colors. The deposit
cheating.
nmtnla tn aunnlv a fern eaual If not of
superior to the opal from Australia.
aJLfJLUULSJL&a&U mm m

sneak ten minutes at a time, nor to
any but the main point which was to
doclde the question. They laid their
hmildpra to the treat points snow
tng that the little ones would follow
of themselves. If the present con
arasi arra In too much talking, how
can It be otherwise In a body to which
the people send 150 lawyers, whose
trade It is to question .everyiniug,
viniii nothlns. talk by the hour?"
That 160 lawyers should do business
togother ought not to be expected

Tufl's

82--
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Looking Forward,
you are a good boy, you may

become president of the United
States," said the patronising relative.
"Supposln I'm not a good boyT
"Well, then I'll look forward to seeing you In our state legislature."
Dally Thought

I
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Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral
WOT WARC OTIC
Af sou BtSAMVuirara
All Sm
Antra a

g

Bears the

AnH

But Friend Comes to Reicoe With Some
Sound Advice, which was Followed
sprinkle the upper side with salt pepper and a few drops of mushroom
with Gratifying- - Results.
catsup. Have ready a thick brown
sauce In which has been cooked on
Nettleton. Ark. "My troubles date
tablespoonful of chopped ham. on ta
n
Mrs. Mary
back Ave year," ay
blespoonful of sherry and one
of mushroom catsup. Strain Bentley, of thla town. "I was first
and see that It Is well seasoned. Doll taken with awful pain In my rignt
Mini brussela aprouta until tender, aide, headache, and backache. The
drain and reheat for a moment tn a pain from my side seemed to move
saucepan containing a little butter, down my right limb, and settled In
(melted), aalt and pepper; toss and the right knee. Then It would move
shake until they absorb the butter. back, and once a month I would alHeap the aprouts In the center of the most die with pain.
platter, put the aauce (which ihould.
I was told I had tumor, and would
b vary thick) around them.
have to undergo an operation at once.
It Just seemed I could not submit to
die. It seemed
It I often prayed togive
Braided Bread.
me the dethat nothing would
Roll out dough that ha been mixed
sired relief, until finally, I was advised
for roll and ha rlen and been by a friend to try Cardul, and It
kneaded well. Take the palm of the undoubtedly curing me. I have only
band and make Into long atrip uni- used three and a half bottle, and It
form all their length. Pinch three
la a pleasure to tell of the beneficial
trand or trip together at one end results.
and braid loolv, then pinch the othet
I shall ever spread the good tldlnrs
ends tightly. Lay on a buttered pan
done for me, and
and leave room between the braids to of what Cardul ba
will do for other suffering ladles, If
rise. Let rise, bake and then glat
only try It"
with the white of one egg beaten with they will
Tou can depend on Cardul, because
a tablespoonful of cold water.
Cardul Is a gentle, harmloss, vegetable
(
Whan Making Apple Pie. very tonlo, that can do you nothing but
nn... K.ktnv anule Die It ta
good.
much better to cut the apple in If.
Prepared from herbal Ingredients,
more
coos
they
a
regular slices,
Cardul hss a specific effect on the womv..n if ailced evenly, for they anly constitution and put strength
do not pack cloe!y. It give th hot where It la most needed.
air a chance to come m
Try CarduU Adv.
Te Clean a Copper Kettl.
For cleaning a copper kettle th ft
lowing I
icllent:. First rub the
with lemon kln and aalt; when
quickthis I finished wlp the surface(kin.
ly and nib with a dry ehamol

Oil

For Infants and Children.
!?!--

1. All persons

HEADACHE
NAUSEA OR

woman's

NKWS

state:

BELCHING

Y7

Small Things Discovered by House
wives at Varloua Tlmee May Be
Found of Value.

Acting under a law of 1912. the New
Jnranv etate hoard of health has Issued
the following rules, which are to be
followed by all consumptives in mat

BLOATING

A

PASSED ON FOR OTHERS' GOOD

C O

New Jersey Board of Health In Laud
able endeavor to Prevent spread
of Tuberculoala.

to eat your meals when you
know there is no danger of

Wash

T

RULES FOR THE CONSUMPTIVE

Ifs a Trea.

cupful of rice through many
waters until all cloudiness la removed.
Drain It thoroughly. Put tore brimming cupfula of water on the stove In
a saucepan. Add to It rounded tea
spoonful of salt and a saltapoonful of
pure lard. When the water bolla furiously, drop In the washed and drained
rice, a few grains at a time, so as not
to atop the boiling. Do not atlr; the
rapidly boiling water will keep the
gralni moving. Cover the saucepan,
having Its lid slightly pushed to one
side. In 15 minutes the grains should
have absorbed all the water and
should be soft, not gritty. Remove
the lid, and at the same beat let the
rice dry out Then put a clean cloth,
eeveral tlmoa folded, over It, and place
on a cooler part of the stove for 15
minutes. Then, If ready to serve, pass
a knife around between the rice and
the saucepan, and, holding the rice
over a dish, give It a gentle shake. The
rice will drop out Rice served with
milk or cream, maple sirup, any of the
cooked fresh fruits, stewed raisins,
prunes, flga, dates or berries In season
la as nutritious as It Is tasty.
'

V

Nature, purity, perspicuity, simplicity never walk In the clouds. They
are obvious to ail capacities, and
where they are not evident they don't

exist

Voltaire.

For bunion use Hanford's Balsam.
Apply it thoroughly for several nights
and rub In well. Adv.
Knowledge Is power; and yet many
old maid Is single because she
knows too much.

aa

uciyi

puziy,

stray

LINES IN TEE FACE
Ualie Women Look Old

the effect of unnatural suffering of fcaadaAaa, bawls.
and they show
hot flaihss, BaUlaS aa low Uanbs, pain ta groiiia.
,rhii. illim-T- -.

Mta4

wnf

Tk
dress
mnibaa Indleata thai Natnra naads BalSw OvsnrerK.
ing, lack of ai.reiaa, and othav eanaaa have bam too mock tot Baiura sad
oulakla aid moat b caUad upoa to raawra baaJlh and atraaglh,

PrePicrcesFavcritc Prescription
Thm Treatable Karaady for Womaa's Tils that ratle
aiiuus mhaaatloa
and Irritability and removaa othar dlatiisslng symptom due te diaturbad oockdi-tio- os
at th dalksata faminloa orvaoiam.
wtth more thea aatkfaetton by
forty yaauv H
Wm m
Tor
and tb aUarly by wivaa, aaotnara and dansktora. Voa
tha young, mkkUa-aea- d
will And it of gnat banaflt. Sold by MadiciM DaaJars ta liquid or tabiat form, at
sad Dr. H. V. riacea, Bulfalo, M.etteaa sent sumps for trial bos by mail.
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D. Hardy of Portales was 'in
Go vis. Monday.
Mr. Lewis. Sana Fe officer,
left Monday for Vaughn.
Billie Fairchilds was in Clovis
Sunday from Melrose.

lone Austin went to Portales
the first of the week.
Miss Lillian Berry left last
where she
week for Raton
will visit friends for the summer.
Mrs. Willis, of Missouri, is
' visiting her sister Mrs. George
Houk.

Frank Carroon has accepted
a position as news boy from

Mrs. Jernigan returned Sun- W. W. White was in town
rtflv from Pnrtalpa whera she
from St Vrain, Friday.
Harry Neal was in town from has been visiting friends.
Texico, Monday.
Mrs. Tate returned Friday
from
a short pleasure trip at
C. V. Bayless and son went to
Elida the early part ot the week. Roswell.
e
Cherry Clois went to the
Miss Gertrude Jones went to
Hospital Monday for an
Portales Sunday, to visit rela operation on his
throat.
tives and friends.
Miss Mila Arvis left this
Our gasoline is a little better.
week for Silver City where she
Try it. BARRV HARDWARE
has aceepted a position in the
COMPANY. Phone 72.
law office of Judge H. D. TerAn auto party consisting of C rell
R. Edgell and wife, C. H. Han-nuRooms for light hou.'ekeepl ng
and F. Doughton were and will also rent 8 room resiover Saturday from Melrose.
dence after June 15. Mrs. H. P.
TO LET Suites of rooms for Holland. 100 N. Calhoun St.
light house keeping. Reason14 girls from. Portales, chap
able at the Gillespie,
tf eroned by Mrs. Maud Smith
Mul-van-

m

Ladies Aid Society
With Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. I. C. Johnson entertained the Boptist Ladies Aid Society one day this week.
Subject of discussion was Louisiana,
During the

Miss Hazle Shontz who has
been visiting her aunt Mrs. A. J.
Miss Pearl Doyle arrived this Osborne, left this week for
week to visit her mother Mrs. Canyon City, Texas.
Morgan.
The best ice cream in Clovis
R. E. McCarthy went down is made at the Parish Kandy
having purchased the Brook-shie- r
tf
the Pecos Valley the first of the Kitchen. Try it.
land and stock northwest
week on a short business trip.
Miss Una Barnett left this
was recently
which
town
of
City,
Mo.,
Bates
week
for
Miss Estes, assistant court (
Mr.
Lawrence.
Mr.
to
sold
reporter arrived Monday ror where she will spend vacation Simpson knows how to farm
with her parents.
court this week.
and is here to stay.
D. M. Simmon3. a progressive
Farmrrs should see the Texas
Good Pasturage
State Bank of Farwell, Texas farmer and stock grower, who
in
town,
was
of
south
resides
pasture
a limited nu.nber
Adv.
Can
loans.
for
city Wednesday.
my
place, adjoining
the
on
of
stock
Mr. Lilly, representing the
of good grass
Plenty
townsite.
Ball
given
under
Calico
CloThe
Fox Typewriter Co. was in
Price
$1.50 per
water.
the auspices of the Woodmen and
vis Saturday from Amarillo.
head.
per
month
Circle, on Tuesday June 16th
Mrs. Frank Berry left last
W. C. Cavender.
promises to be an enjoyable af
Dakota,
S.
League.
week for
For Sale.
fair.
where she will visit her sister.
A eood paying business The
Mrs. Ed Mears, Miss Addio
Charlie Houchen left this week Chen worth, and Mrs. Harry Free Coinage Saloon -- at a
for Albuqerque where he will ac- Springfield left this week for a bargain. A desirable class of
cept a position at that point.
trip to Springfield trade in the up town district.
pleasure
and
Mo. Wichita, Kans. and Guthrie
Also good residence property,
Mr. J. W. Cameron, wife
Wednesarrived
Okla.
well
situated and improved. For
two daughters
particulars, see R. F.
further
day from Witchita Falls, Texas,
Dallas,
S.
of
Curtis,
J.
Mrs.
It
to spend the summer.
Mrs. T. J. Holmes of Amarillo, Gayle or phone 3.
Blue Grass and white Clover and Mrs. C. P. Scott, of AmA Rooming House Bargain
CLOVIS SEED arillo, are enjoying a visit with
eed
A rooming house with 12
f.
their parents Mr. and Mrs.
STORE.
for sale to anyone desirrooms
Crow and sister Miss Connie
good
and
Hortense
Madge
investment. Will sell
ing a
Misses
Crow.
from
week
lot if so desired.
without
house
this
returned
Tate
A nice lot of fresh fish consist
Topeka Kansas where th.y have ing of Bass, Trout, Mackerel, For further information call on
2t-pJ. W. Bruner.
been attending a house party.
f.
etc. at walker's Market.
,

at the

t--

ting.
Delicious ice cream and cake
was served.

social hour the
Herod Hyatt.
guests were requested to draw
What la tkm l.i tha vala or life
a map of Louisiana. Mrs. W.
Half to dalixhtful aaa wla
A. Havener and Mrs. J. B.
Whan friandahlp, lovaand paaea comL.Da
dlvlna.
To atamp tha
Westerfield were given credit
At
the Baptist parsonage,
for drawing the best maps.
solemMrs. Otto Lovan presided at Saturday, the 30th was
Jenmarriage
of
Miss
the
nized
the piano.
C. Herod.
Hyatt
and
F.
nie
A delicious ice course was
--

marriaga-bon-

Clovis

d

Rev. Milton Reece pronounced

served.

the ceremony which united the

Woman'

Club.

s'
The ladies of the Clovis
EpiscoClub,
the
met
at
through
Clovis this
passed
Tuesday afternoon
week to attend the Normal at pal Guild
with
a
fair
attendance.
Las Vegas. They were joined
The afternoon was spent in
here by Miss lone Austin.
exchanging
ideas on what and
L. G. Simpson of Gray coun
to prepare dishes and deshow
ty Kanssa arrived this week

Clovis to Carlsbad.

ThelW. T. K. Club met with
Mrs. Walter Zerwer, Tuesday.
A peasant
afternoon was
spent in embroidering and chat-

Wo-man-

serts for hot weather.
The Club voted to have their
next regular meeting in June
at the Guild, suspend their
meetings during the months of
July and August, and meet
again at the homes of the members during the fall and winter

young couple.
Miss Hyatt is well known in
Clovis having been employed as
saleslady in the Miller & Kim-berlStore and later in Mrs.
Robinson's Millinery store. She
is one of our choicest young ladies and has grown from a little
girl to womanhood here and has
many friends.
The groom is employed as
bonus clerk for the Santa Fe.
He is considered one of the substantial young men of the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Herod will
make their home in this city.
This paper extends
in

months.

Calico Ball.
The Ladies of the Woodmen
Circle will give a Calico Ball,
Tuesday, June 16th at the Society
Hall. The ladies will dress in
calico and have a tie to match
their dress,
Every one is cordially invited to
attend and a good time is prom-

W. C. T. U. Social.

The ladies of the W. C. T.
met at the Methodist church
Monday afternoon.
Scripture reading by Miss
Mary Knight,
Prayer by Rev. C. W. Lam
bert.
Song, America, by all.
ised to all.
The subject for discussion
was "Woman" which was very A Picnic Party.
ably handled bo Mrs. A. J. OsA number of Clovis people enborne and Rev. Lambert.
joyed the hospitality ot Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Stewart Saturday at
a picnic at the Liebelt Ranch,
W.T.K.Club.
4 miles north of Clovis.
Those to enjoy the afternoon
Roy McCarthy left Tuesday
Mesdames Gayle. Clois,
were,
for Jacksonville, Fla., to at- Crane. Rnndall. Collins. Brown.
McMillan.
tend the Dispatchers Union and Stewart,
Messrs.
Collins,
lie will visit his Mainline. Wismiller,
from there
H. Brown, Stewart.
home in Chicago.

t--

Miss Blanche Ford who is
J. H. Croft, the Jeweler, has
well known in Clovis, arrived moved his watch repairing out
from Missouri to fit into the Leepy building which
Wednesday
visit her sister, Mrs. Haville.
was recently vacated by the
Money to loan to good farmers Cofer Millinery.
State
on good collateral-Tex- as
Preson Small who left last
Bank, of Farwell Texas, tf
week f or Albuquereuqe writes
Rev. Marston returned Wednes- that he is now located at Valley
day from Texas, he was accom- Ranch, and is perfectly delightpanied by his daughter, who re- ed with his new surround! ngs.
and says it is a regular "Gar
cently graduated from school.
J. B. Wilson, traveling repre- den of Eden."
sentative of the El Paso Herald
Miss Nettie Shumate arrived
was in the city this week in the this week from Chickasha, Okla.
interest of his paper. He left where she has been attending
Wednesday for Elephant Butte school the past year.
Miss
country.
Shumate has completed her
The making of candy and ice course in the Commercial De
cream is our exclusive business. partment and will accept a
Come and try our line. Parish position as a teacher in a bust
ness college.
tf
Kandy Kitchen.
Bayless
Miss
has
Jewel
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Await
and baby returned Saturday severed her connection with the
from Sherman Texas and Chil- - Clovis Journal as reporter, and
licothe, Mo., where they have will leave about the 20th of this
month for Chicago where ehe
been visiting relatives.
will attend the Northwestern
"A Guaranty Fund Bank that School of Elocution. Miss Bay
is ready to help all good relia less' many friends wish her
ble farmers by loaning them well in her new work. Miss
STATE BANK
money.-TEX- AS
Bernice. Fry has accepted her
of FARWELL
former position as reporter,
Married Miss Isham and Mr,
Willis Rogers were united in
Cattle Ranch For Sale.
marriage at the court house by 320 acres deeded land and
Judge J. P. Noble. The con lease on 700 acres at foot of
trading parties .are from Shi Chicken Tail Hills, Flenty or
loah N. M.
free range for five or six hun
' Wilkerson. the vegetable man, dred head of cattle.
Plenty of
located at 206 W. Grand Ave. grass, timber and water. 80
will Day cash for eggs and acres in cultivation; good im
chickens. Also we sell all kinds provement Price $3,500 well
of fresh vegetables. Call and worth $16.000. -- Address Ed
see us. Vegetable ..wagons at Aughney, Corona, New Mexico,
2tp
Box 93.
.
your door.
j tf
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Men's Underwear

Special Prices

We have the Genuine Poros Knit and
B. V. D. Underwear for men. Union
Suits for men at
Shirts and drawers to match, gmt 50c
Men's Athletic Union Suits, suit $1.00
50c
Boys' Poros Knit union suits at
Men's Balbriggan shirts and drawers to
35c to 65c
match at
$125
Balbriggan Union Suits

Men's and Ladies' Slippers and Pumps.
One lot of Men's Slippers, sizes 5 to 9,
Patent and Gunmeta), values $3 to $5,
$1.50
out on counter together, choice
One lot of Ladies' and Misses' Slippers
and Pumps, in Patent, Suade and Gun-met$1.25
your choice

$1-0-

$1

Men's Shirts

0

al,

Men's Suits

$1

Suits, that
Men's Blue Serge
price,
our
$12.50
$15.00,
worth
well
are
collar
of
Soft
line
largest
We have the
Shirts we have ever shown in Clovis, All wool Blue Serge Suits in two and
coming in Crepes, Pongees and
$15.00
e
Suits at
Shirts that you usually pay Better Blue Serge Suits at 17.50, $20.00
$1.25 for, we are selling them at $1.00
We can fit you in a suit in Tan, Gray,
Silver Shirts with detachable soft collar
and Blue mixtures, either two
Brown
$1.25
also with collar attached at
e
suits at $10.00 to $25.00
or
Ide Shirts at
JL60
complete run of sizes
Pants,
Odd
Men's
$2 up to $6.00
up to 50 waist measure,
Suoi-sette-

s.

two-piec-

e

three-piec-

three-piec-

Men's Ties

Ties, also nice Don't fail to see our $2.50 and $3.50 line
Men's wide
exceptionally
line of Reversible Ties at 35c and 50c of men's pants, they are
Wash Ties

at

25c good values.
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